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FOREWORD
The First International Meteorological Congress was held in Vienna in
1873; this event is generally considered as marking the beginning of organized
international co-operation in meteorology. Since that time the nature and
scale of such co-operation has developed greatly, as all who are familiar with
the present-day activities of WMO will readily appreciate.
In this booklet, the story of this development over the intervening period
of one hundred years is told. This story, as it unfolds in the following pages,
is one from which each reader will draw his own conclusions, formulate his
own judgment and hopefully derive his own measure of enjoyment. It is felt,
however, that it will be generally conceded that it is a story worth telling, not
only for the record of achievem(:!nt it presents, but also for the insight which
it gives into the enthusiasm, the foresight and the devotion to their science of
the early meteorologists. Particularly . significant was their realization at the
outset of the need for close and effective international co-operation if the
science of meteorology and its many appiications to human affairs were to
meet the requirements as they then saw them . Each successive generation of
meteorologists up to the present day has fortunately shown the same qualities
so that increasing requirements have been matched by increasing scientific and
technological progress and by appropriate adjustments to the arrangements
for ensuring international co-operation.
For these and other reasons explained in this booklet, it seems safe to
conclude that the story of the next hundred years of international co-operation
in meteorology, when it comes to be told, will be no less praiseworthy than the
first.
The booklet has been written by Mr. Howard Daniel, who combines the
experience of a long career in the United Nations with great skill as a prufessional writer . Much research has gone into the drafting of the text , as the
reader will readily realize. The result is an authoritative but very lively and
readable text for which the author deserves great credit.

(D. A. DAVIES)
Secretary-General

THE BEGINNINGS: TO 1872
The phenomena which we call weather and climate have a universal
jurisdiction . They owe fealty to no man or man-made institution. In view of
man's complete dependence on weather for his very existence, it is therefore
not surprising that one of the first subjects in which there was fruitful international co-operation was meteorology. In 1973, the world community
celebrates a century of international collaboration in meteorology . One
hundred years ago, the First International Meteorological Congress met in
Vienna. But, even before that historical landmark, there had been important preliminary stirrings among scientists and statesmen of a number of countries .
This was all part of a very long historical process .
The study of our atmospheric environment - at least in the western
world - goes back to the middle of the fourth century B.C. when Aristotle,
in his M eteorologica, removed the subject from the realms of mythology.
That work and the small treatises on wind and the signs of weather by Theophrastus, his pupil and successor, were based on the beginnings of observation
and reason rather than on fantasy . Their summary of all that was known
about weather remained definitive for some two thousand years. It is interesting
to note that the Meteorologica came into European medieval knowledge from
the Arabs, who had preserved that Greek work . Dante's treatment of weather
in La Divina Comedia - the greatest work of medieval poetry - was based
on the writings of the two Greeks. (And yet, how remote is the extraordinary
weather of the Inferno from reality !)
From the very beginning of civilization man has been dependent upon
weather and climate. The ancient Egyptians were well aware of the seasonal
flooding of the Nile and this environmental phenomenon was in fact the basis
of their civilization. The tasks of the pre-scientists, the priests and soothsayers of the civilizations of Mesopotamia and Chaldaea, of the Ind us valley,
India and China, were much occupied with weather. In some of the early
religions, specific deities presided over weather phenomena and claimed
methods of weather control and modification which would be the envy of
present-day professional meteorologists. Among such in ancient China was
the Taoist genie Liu Thien Chun, Comptroller-General of Crops and Weather.
Long before the origins of this rain-maker and weather forecaster in the fourth
century of the Christian era, the Chinese had produced agrometeorological
texts. In India already, one thousand years before the Christian era , the RigVeda contained much information on the meteorology of the Punjab and
north-west India sub-continent. In the pantheon of the pre-Colombian deities
the rain-makers occupied an important place.
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CHAPTER I

The earliest-known systematic recording of local weather is believed to
date from the early fourteenth century when William Merle, Rector of Driby
in England , made daily records during a period of seven years. However, the
conditions for meteorology to break out of its thousand-year-old fetters did
not yet exist. This came later with the Renaissance in Italy and northern
Europe, with the voyages of Columbus and the opening of the sea routes
between Europe and the Far East. The immense stimulus to European trade
and industry created a need for objective information about the meteorological
phenomena affecting them.
·
The first network of observation sfations - primitive to be sure - is
thought to be that created by Ferdinand II, of Tuscany, in 1653. His Accademia de/ Cimento (Academy of Experimentation), with its appropriate motto
"By trying and trying again", established seven meteorological stations in
northern Italy and four outside Italy. The recent invention of certain instruments for measuring the physical elements made possible the work of the
Academy and meteorology as a science. The air thermometer was invented
about 1600, probably by Santorio, although Galileo claimed to be its originator. His pupil - and loyal supporter during his persecution - Castelli,
invented a raingauge in 1639. (Raingauges had certainly been in use many
centuries earlier, in China, India, Korea and Palestine .) Another of his pupils ,
Evangelista Torricelli, invented the barometer, probably in 1644. At about
this time, also, various forms of the hygrometer and anemometer appeared,
one version of the latter instrument for measuring the pressure of wind being
invented by" the English physicist, Robert Hooke, about 1664.
The development of instrumentation in turn enabled another wave of
scientists in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries to determine certain
basic physical Jaws without which there could be little further progress in
understanding meteorological phenomena. To mention but a few of these
scientists: Robert Boyle enunciated his famous law, in 1659, on the relation
of volume to pressure, the first step in the dynamics of the atmosphere. Hadley,
in 1735, gave an explanation of the relationship between trade winds and the
rotation of the Earth; Franklin, in 1752, worked on atmospheric electricity;
Lavoisier, in 1783, and Dalton, in 1800, laid the physical basis of meteorology
as a science with their findings concerning the nature, condition and composition of air. The genius Lavoisier - he coined the word oxygen - fell victim
to the French Revolution. The day after his execution, his mathematician
friend, Lagrange, observed: "It required but a moment to sever that head.
Perhaps a century will not suffice to produce another like it."
The Societas Meteorologica Palatina (Meteorological Society of Mannheim) started in 1780, and established a network of thirty-nine weather observation stations, fourteen in Germany, and the rest in other countries, including
four in the United States, all equipped with comparable and calibrated instruments - barometer, thermometer, hygrometer and some with a wind vane
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and a raingauge - and standard instructions for their use . The siege and
capture of Mannheim, in 179 5, halted this worthy effort.
But all this made possible, early in the nineteenth century, the beginning
of meteorology as a science, and the possibility of scientific weather forecasting . While the first international compilations were probably made by Lamarck,
the first systematic attempt at preparing a weather map was made by H. W.
Brandes, in Leipzig, in 1820. His first weather map was based on data assembled by the Societas M eteorologica Palatina in 1783 . He later prepared maps
to show the storms in Europe , in 1820 and 1821. On the other side of the
Atlantic, at almost the same date, W . C . Redfield, of New York, prepared
the first of a series of charts of hurricanes, showing their rotary and progressive
motion. Adding to this work, J. P. Espy, of Philadelphia, and the British
scientists Piddington and Reid, within the following twenty years, were able,
to use the words of the meteorologist P. A . Sheppard, to establish "the
existence of characteristic patterns of pressure, wind and weather (depression,
_anti-cyclone) etc., and empirical rules for their development, movement and
the accompanying sequence of weather changes". But all of the above
investigations were based on observations collected long after the event , far
too late for any useful forecasts.
The invention by Samuel Morse of the electric telegraph - in 1843, he
transmitted his famous message "What bath God wrought" over a line between
Washington, D.C., and Baltimore - revolutionized the possibilities for
weather forecasting, particularly for storm warnings. The first weather maps
based on telegraphic data were publicly displayed in Washington, D .C ., in
1850 and in France in 1855 . The emphasis which public opinion gave to
forecasting, made more accurate by the telegraph, was a reflection of the
inexorable demands of society . Some historians of meteorology have deplored
this accentuation on what will be . They believe that the shift in emphasis from
the why of weather slowed down scientific progress during the second half of
the nineteenth century and the early years of the twentieth century .
The development of science and technology in western Europe in the
nineteenth century was wide and rapid , part cause and part effect of the
Industrial Revolution. A vast expansion of international trade inevitably
followed that industrial revolution . The universal market needed ships in
increasing numbers. The security and efficiency of maritime transportation
called for precise, reliable and regular information about weather. The conditions existed , then, for a massive application of science and technology . The
many discoveries in pure science and the multitude of instruments and inventions which had been lurking in the corridors of history - some of which we
have already mentioned - could now find ready use .
It was, therefore, no accident that the First International Meteorological
Conference, which took place in Brussels in August 1853, concerned itself
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largely with mantlme meteorological problems. The moving spirit whose
efforts initiated the conference was Matthew Fontaine Maury (1806-1873),
Lieutenant in the U .S. Navy. Maury joined the Navy at the age of 19 and his
four-year circumnavigation of the globe was only the first of many voyages. A
stage-coach accident in 1839 disabled him for active service and, in 1842, he
became superintendent of the Depot of Charts and Instruments . He continued his scientific observations on ocean winds and currents, by devising
special log books for captains of ocean vessels. He was able to prepare wind
and current charts of the Atlantic, Pacific and Indian Oceans from the collection of data he had assembled over a period of nine years. These data filled
200 volumes, each covering 2500 days' observations. He is one of the fathers
of modern oceanography . (The University of Cambridge, England, honoured
him with a LL.D degree in 1868 .) An intensely practical man, he conceived the
idea of sea lanes for steamships in the northern Atlantic (to avoid collisions
with sailing vessels). His charts so shortened sailing times that one meteorologist estimates that by about 1850 he was saving international commerce
about $50 million annually.
With the exception of Captain Henry James, a British military engineer,
and Lambert-Adolf-Jacques Quetelet, a Belgian mathematician, director of
the first observatory in Belgium and one of the founders of modern statistics,
all the twelve delegates of the ten countries (Belgium, Denmark, France, Great
Britain, Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Russia, Sweden and U.S.A.) who
participated in the Brussels conference were naval officers. To return to the
enterprising Maury, the kernel of his proposal to the Brussels conference was
that:
"The navies of all maritime nations should co-operate and make these meteorological observations in such a manner and with such means and implements, that
the system might be uniform and the observations made on board the public
ship be readily referred to and compared with the observations made on board
all other public ships, in whatever part of the world . And, moreover, as it is
desirable to enlist the voluntary co-operation of the commercial marine, as
well as that of the military of all nations, in this system of research, it becomes
not only proper, but politic, that the forms of the abstract log to be used, the
description of the instruments to be employed, the things to be observed, with
the manipulation of the instruments and the methods and modes of observation
should be the joint work of the principal parties concerned."
The conference accepted this proposal and adopted a standard form of
ships' log and a set of standard instructions for the necessary observations .
The log had 24 columns covering pressure, wet- and dry-bulb temperatures,
speed and direction of wind, amount, form and direction of clouds, sea temperature, at the surface and at depth. A remarks column invited observations
about hurricanes, waterspouts, the aurora and shooting stars, etc. Almost one
hundred years later, the WMO Bulletin could underscore its surprise at the
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prescience of these meteorological founding fathers by quoting a resolution
of the WMO Executive Committee "that some uniformity in the logs for
recording marine meteorological observations is desirable".
While the Brussels conference was a satisfactory beginning for international marine meteorological co-operation, the larger problems of meteorology
remained. Stimulated by the success of the Brussels meeting, efforts were made
during the 1860s to call a conference to deal with certain of these problems .
Professor H. W . Dove, Director of the Prussian Meteorological Institute in
Berlin and author of the celebrated Law of Storms, proposed that meteorologists should meet during the Swiss Congress of Naturalists, in 1863 , to establish an organization for terrestrial meteorological observations. The proposal
came to nought, but the idea by no means languished .
Professor Quetelet's dynamic presence at the International Statistical
Congress in Florence in 1867 revived the proposal. The participants decided
that the then youthful Italian Statistical Bureau should invite the directors of
meteorological institutes in Europe "to discuss, for the purpose of setting up
a common system, the methods in use at the various weather stations in each
State that would be suitable for the interchange of observations" . Not surprisingly, nothing came of this, but the idea was kept alive. One such director,
Professor C. Jelinek, reported to the Austrian Government the usefulness of
such a meeting .
The following year, 1868, the French scientists Renou and Marie-Davy
made a survey of European meteorological institutes for the French Government. In their report, they included the observation that there was general
agreement among meteorologists on the desirability of a permanent Congress
for Terrestrial Physics along the lines of the Statistical Congress. The proposed congress should meet annually in different national capitals . Representatives of all countries should hold joint discussions on the use of instruments, methods of observation , publications, the results of scientific research
and the problems requiring urgent solution .
An explanation of all this activity is offered in a recent article by Academician E. K . Fedorov, Director of the U.S.S.R . Hydrometeorological
Service, and Dr. W. Bi::ihme, Director of the Meteorological Service of the
German Democratic Republic. They note that meteorology had already
begun to take on a universal character as a result of the increasing demands
for collection of data on climate and weather for different practical purposes
and the development of techniques for the rapid collection and dissemination
of observations. National economies required the development of a network
of meteorological stations and the perfecting of methods of observation . The
development of the electric telegraph greatly facilitated the international
exchange of meteorological data and made possible the plotting of synoptic
charts which formed the basis of weather forecasts .
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CHAPTER I

In his annual report to the Russian Government, in 1871, Professor
Heinrich Wild, a Zurich physicist, who served as Director of the Central
Geophysical Observatory at St. Petersburg (now Leningrad) from 1868 to
1895 , pointed out the urgency of holding an International Meteorological
Congress. Heinrich Wild had correspondence and discussions the following
year with Professor Jelinek of Austria and Professor Bruhns of Germany.
Carl Jelinek, a Moravian from Brno, was Director of the Austrian Central
Meteorological and Geomagnetic Institute. He edited one of the then bestknown meteorological journals. Carl Bruhns, a distinguished astronomer and
geodetist, was professor at Leipzig and Director of the Meteorological Service
of Saxony.
Professors Bruhns, Jelinek and Wild, backed by their governments,
invited all meteorologists to a preparatory conference to be held in Leipzig on
14 August 1872. The letter of invitation stated:
" At the present time, the increasing interest in meteorological research shown
by all civilized countries has led to a demand for far-reaching co-ordination and
standardization of the methods and procedures in use in different countries .
Such suggestions have been put forward and discussed so frequently (for example,
by C. H . D. Buys Ballot in his paper Suggestions on a uniform system of meteorological observations, Utrecht , 1872), that the undersigned consider it both
feasible and timely to propose the convening of a meteorological conference . .. " .
The organizers drew up a list of 26 questions for discussion and sought
so me technical papers. They emphasized that the conference at Leipzig would
be essentially consultative. Those invited would be heads of meteorological
institutes as well as " private scientific men". Its chief task would be "to lay
down the programme for the actual Congress" which would meet the following
year in Vienna at the governmental level. Two reasons were given for the
selection of Vienna as the site of the Congress. First, the new Central Meteorological and Magnetical Institute would be ready by the time the Congress were
held and, secondly, an International Exhibition would be an added attraction.
Today, perhaps the best remembered of the fifty-two participants at Leipzig
was the famous Dutch meteorologist, Professor C . H. D . Buys Ballot ( 18171890). The only representative from outside Europe was Dr. E. H. Sell, of
New York . Noticeably absent were the French (the unhappy memories of the
recent Franco-Prussian war were possibly too fresh) .
The achievements of the Leipzig conference were twofold. It brought
together most of the world's foremost meteorologists who were able, in large
measure , to reach agreement on standardized methods of observation and
analysis including the use of a single set of symbols . It a lso prepared the way
for holding, in Vienna in the following year, the First International Meteorological Congress . The documentation which it prepa red for that Congress
contemplated the establishment of a permanent body to deal with meteorological problems common to the international community .

II

THE PREPARATORY PHASE: 1873-1879
The First International Meteorological Congress met in Vienna from
2 to 16 September 1873. The 32 representatives of 20 governments held eleven
harmonious and constructive meetings under its five Vice-Chairmen, the distinguished meteorologists Bruhns, Buys Ballot, Jelinek, Scott and Wild. Once
more France was not represented .
The agenda of the Congress-most of it prepared at the Leipzig Conference
- consisted of 29 items, most of them relating to such practical matters as
calibration and checking of instruments, hours of observations, scales and
units, and the mutual exchange of information by telegraph. Ever-present at
all the discussions was awareness of the need for a permanent machinery to
assure the continuity of effort in the international organization of meteorology.
In his opening speech, Professor Carl Jelinek, representing Austria, the host
country, saw a favourable omen in that, with one exception, all governments
invited to the Congress had sent representatives. He was confident that this
country (France), which had made distinguished contributions to science,
would co-operate in the common work. He regretted that participation in the
Congress had been limited to representatives of governments. This excluded
many eminent meteorologists who had participated in the Leipzig Conference
in a personal capacity.
Writing in 1967, the distinguished Belgian scientist, Professor J. Van
Mieghem, called the Vienna Congress a milestone in the history of international co-operation in meteorology. In reading today the report of the Proceedings of the Congress, one is struck by the shrewd far-sightedness of Buys
Ballot and his fellow activists. Their vigorous championing of the cause and
necessity for international collaboration had a number of important results.
The Congress prepared the ground for the statutes of the organization to be
worked out and its structure defined. To assure continuity of effort, the Congress created a Permanent Committee of seven members with Buys Ballot as
President (the ancestor of WMO's Executive Committee). The principle was
established that work in international meteorology would be carried out on a
voluntary basis. (This principle has been adhered to in an exemplary way.
Today the non-meteorological world is still largely unaware of the immense
voluntary labours which governments carry out with efficiency and economy
in the interests of international meteorology.) The Congress agreed on the
definition of certain meteorological phenomena, "a list of symbols for hydrometeors to be used in climatological tables and on weather charts", and a classification of weather stations. It also firmly recognized the necessity for
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global observations (raised by the U.S. delegate, Brig. General A . J. Myer,
Chief Signal Officer of the U .S. Army, and the Swiss delegate, Professor
E. Plantamour, Director of the Geneva Observatory). This created a suitable
atmosphere for Buys Ballot to put forward his proposal for "the formation
of an International Fund for the establishment of Meteorological Observatories
on islands and at distant points of the Earth's surface" (ancestor of the action
programmes of WMO which started eight decades later) .
This consciousness of the global and universal nature of meteorology was
clearly very much in the thoughts of forward-looking minds at that time. At
the meeting of a meteorological society formed in London some years earlier,
the twenty-year-old John Ruskin, later to become England's greatest art
critic, had this to say:
·
"The meteorologist is impotent if alone; his observations are useless; for they
are made upon a point, while the speculations to be derived from them must be
on space . . . The Meteorological Society, therefore, has been formed not for a
city, nor for a kingdom, but for the world. It wishes to be the central point, the
moving power, of a vast machine, and it feels that unless it can be this, it must
be powerless; if it cannot do all it can do nothing. It desires to have at its command, at stated periods, perfect systems of methodical and simultaneous observations; it wishes its influence and its power to be omnipresent over the globe so
that it may be able to know, at any given instant, the state of the atmosphere on
every point on its surface."
In looking back at the events which took place in Vienna in September
1873, we can call this the beginning of the preparatory phase of organized
international meteorology. The First Congress created a machinery - the
Permanent Committee - and gave it basic but formidable tasks. The work of
that Committee, carried out with vigour by a small number of devoted and
outstanding scientists, laid out the pattern for international co-operation in
meteorology, some of which is still visible one hundred years later.

The first task of the Permanent Committee, whose members were Bruhns,
Buys Ballot, Cantoni, Jelinek, Mohn, Scott, and Wild (all, it is important to
note, directors of Meteorological Services), was to communicate the decisions
of the Vienna Congress to the governments who had participated in it. Their
next task was to prepare a work programme which would ensure that these
decisions were carried out.
What was their work programme, what items had priority, and how did
they go about carrying it out? The exemplary Permanent Committee wasted
no time in getting down to work. It held its first meeting in Vienna two hours
and fifteen minutes after the Congress closed ! In a seance lasting exactly
seventy-five minutes, it transacted the following business: it established its
rules of procedure; it arranged for a twofold circulation of the resolutions of
the Congress (directors of Meteorological Services were to inform their govern-
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ments, and the Austrian Government, through diplomatic channels, was to
inform the governments who were represented, and also France. For this
purpose, a document was prepared by R. H. Scott setting out the Congress
decisions with an explanatory text alongside each agenda item, a model of
its kind); it started work on standardized instructions and procedures for
meteorological observations on land; it began work on standardizing meteorological instruments; it began preparations for a Maritime Conference; it
started work on a telegraphic code (a work of enormous importance in international communication because of language difficulties); it bega n the study of
the desirability of establishing an International Meteorological Institution; it
decided to study Buys Ballot's proposal for an International Fund at its next
meeting, which would be held in Utrecht in September 1874; it considered
arrangements for holding some years hence a Second World Meteorological
Congress; it left " to the individual members of the Committee - if there be
no other source of income available - to apply to their respective governments
for travelling expenses, and for a contribution towards the expenses and
printing" .
By its crisp and completely businesslike manner, not at all then fitting the
public image of scientists, the Permanent Committee established its authority
immediately. It can be said that from that almost athletically lean meeting in
Vienna, in the afternoon of 16 September 1873, dates the development of the
system whereby directors of Meteorological Services were in control of the
activities of the Organization - a feature which was as far as possible written
into the present WMO Convention.
The Permanent Committee held its second meeting in Utrecht from
10 to 16 September 1874. Of the thirteen points on its agenda, five dealt with
standardization of instruments, observations, and meteorological symbols.
One item dealt with the Maritime Meteorological Conference which the Permanent Committee had called to review the work of the Brussels Conference
of 1853. This non-governmental meeting , which had taken place in London
about ten days earlier , was in fact a sub-committee of the Permanent Committee. It was attended by 24 experts from 14 countries including China and
India . It can be considered as the ancestor of WMO's Technical Commission
for Marine Meteorology. The organizer of the meeting, R. H . Scott , believed
that its excellent work made another such meeting unnecessary for at least
20 years . Another item considerably advanced the establishment of a universal
telegraphic weather code . Several items dealt with the publication and exchange
of information and observations, including the publication of "synchronous
observations ... from the lst January 1875".
Two agenda items have special interest because of their subsequent
importance. These items dealt with the establishment by international contributions of an International Institute, and an International Fund to establish
distant stations . The Permanent Committee supported these two proposals in
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principle but almost without exception showed cautious awareness of the
practical difficulties, not least administrative and financial. Further study was
essential. Professor Wild pointed out that the International Institute envisaged
would have to collect weather and other meteorological data from at least
1 OOO stations, scattered over the globe. The processing and publication of
these data "if it be only moderately well done, must be denoted as a thing
impossible". He believed too that the establishment of stations in remote
places could be done by individual countries rather than internationally.
While the idea was clearly premature, the seeds had been sown and Professor
Buys Ballot was there to see that they did not die .
The Permanent Committee held its third session in London. Under its
President, Buys Ballot, it held five meetings starting on 18 April 1876 and
concerned itself largely with the question of organizing meteorological services
- as interesting and important a subject then, as now. Its deliberations were
based on data received by the Committee's Secretary, R . H . Scott, in reply to
circular letters dated 5 May 1875 and 19 February 1876 requesting information
on staff, date of establishment, budget, control of instruments, telegraphic
reports, publications, existing series of meteorological observations unpublished and extended over long periods of years, etc . It also considered the
replies to a letter enquiring how the Permanent Committee's recommendations
at the Utrecht meeting had been carried out. An interesting reply came from
the Director of the Portuguese Meteorological Service, who considered that
there was room for improvement in carrying out the agreement on the uses of
meteorological telegraphic codes .
The Permanent Committee decided that a further meeting was required
to prepare the Second International Congress which was to be held in Rome
in the spring of 1879. (It had been postponed at the request of the Italian
authorities , because of the Balkan crisis which was then creating great activity
in the chancelleries of Europe.)
The fourth meeting of the Permanent Committee took place in October
1878, once more in Utrecht. It dealt almost entirely with arrangements for the
Rome Congress. Of particular note was the presence for the first time of a
French meteorologist, Professor E. Mascart, Director of the Central Meteorological Office, co-opted as a member of the Committee in accordance with its
rules. To replace Carl Jelinek, who had recently died, the Committee elected
Professor Julius Hann, an equally distinguished meteorologist and teacher.
In addition to drafting an agenda of thirty-five items, and a programme
for the Congress, the Committee's most important task was to draft the
Statutes for the International Meteorological Organization, which it hoped
would emerge from the Rome meeting. To help the discussion on this fundamental matter, the Committee had earlier sought the written views of a number
of prominent meteorologists .
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The Second International Meteorological Congress met in Rome on
14 April 1879. (A month earlier, but obviously quite unknown to anyone
present, Albert Einstein had been born.) The meeting of 40 outstanding
meteorologists and scientists representing 18 countries was opened by the
Italian Prime Minister, Agostino Depretis. Professor G. Cantoni, Director
of the Italian Central Meteorological Office - he had also recently become a
member of the Italian Senate - was elected President. His first act was to ask
the French delegate, Professor E . Mascart, to read the address of Professor
Buys Ballot, unable to attend the Congress because of grave illness in his
family. The Congress then paid tribute to the memory of two great meteorologists, Professor C . Jelinek and Professor H. W. Dove, both of whom had
recently died . Among the distinguished participants at the Congress was
D. I. Mendeleef, Professor of Chemistry at the University of St. Petersburg
and one of the greatest scientists of the nineteenth century.
The Permanent Committee's preparations and documentation for the
Congress were extremely efficient. The Congress divided its work among five
committees and was able to dispose of its business in five plenary meetings.
What the Rome Congress achieved - and this was to last for many
decades - was the creation of a broad structure, an indication of the programme of that structure, and a method of working which was based largely
on international co-operation and voluntary effort.
The Congress adopted its key resolution at its third meeting. This resolution "instituted" an International Meteorological Committee (IMC) consisting
of nine members with responsibilities analagous to those of the now defunct
Permanent Committee. The new Committee was to elect its own officers and
to share the tasks entrusted to it among its members on a voluntary basis.
Originally intended to report on its activities to a third Congress, it was unable
to do this as in fact none was called. For a period of about seventy years
international co-operation in meteorology was firmly and efficiently in the
hands of a Committee consisting of a group of non-governmental experts, and
their co-opted successors. It was not until the creation of WMO in 1950 that
the pattern of international co-operation in meteorology, started in Vienna in
1873 and in Rome in 1879 at the inter-governmental level, once more returned
to that level.
The Rome Congress considered that the proposal to establish an International Meteorological Institute was premature, or otherwise not desirable at
that time. Instead, it recommended that information and publications on
research "for the purpose of deducing general laws in meteorology" be
exchanged freely by the various central institutes .
In another interesting resolution, the Congress gave its full support to
the First International Polar Year (1882- 1883) and entrusted the IMC with
certain tasks related to it. This was the beginning of highly organized
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international synchronous scientific observations which have continued to the
present day , to the substantial advancement of science.
The Congress also drafted a research programme of general interest based
largely on proposals prepared by Buys Ballot. It left the arrangements for
carrying out this programme to the IMC. However, Buys Ballot's proposal
for an International Fund for subsidizing "resea rch of world-wide value or
collective undertakings such as the establishment of observing stations on
islands or in remote localities" was rejected . Such was the temper of the times,
it is doubtful that his presence and his persuasive gifts would have affected the
outcome. But let Professor J . Van Mieghem pay tribute to the memory of a
great, forward-looking savant:
"Buys Ballot's foresight concerning future meteorological developments is really
astounding. No doubt he would have been an enthusiastic supporter of the
"New Development Fund'', the "World Weather Watch", including the "Voluntary Assistance Programme" and, last but not least, the "Global Atmospheric
Research Programme". Unfortunately his proposal was turned down by the
Rome Congress . The question of " international funds" was however taken up
and rediscussed at nearly all the international conferences which followed the
Vienna and Rome Congresses."
The final action of the Rome Congress was to elect the nine members of
the International Meteorological Committee . They were: Buys Ballot, Cantoni,
de Brito Capello, Hann, Mascart, Mohn, Neumayer, Scott and Wild . The
IMC held its first meeting while the Congress was still in session. It elected
Professor H . Wild as its President and R. H . Scott as its Secretary.

Ill
GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT OF IMO: 1879-1914
The structure which the Rome Congress gave to international meteorological co-operation remained unchanged for a period of twelve years. The
work programme laid down by the Congress was carried out during this
period under the general guidance of the International Meteorological Committee , which held meetings in Berne (1880), in Copenhagen (1882), in Paris
(1885) and in Ztirich (1888). A summary follows of the most important
activities carried out, or initiated, at these meetings .
Arrangements for the International Polar Year (1882- 1883) were initiated.
Prompted by its originator, the Austrian naval officer Weyprecht , a number
of countries sent thirteen expeditions to the Arctic and two to the Ant~rctic, to
undertake observations into meteorological and magnetic phenomena during
a full year. The report of this successful undertakin g, during which several
participants - the Dutch and Americans in particular - suffered great physical hardships, was edited by Professor Wild and published by the St. Petersburg Academy of Sciences .
Professor Wild also played an active role in promoting and advancing
work on the standardization of instruments of central meteorological offices,
on methods of observation, and on publicatio n of observations.
The IMC published or encouraged the publication of a number of studies
and reports of wide general interest to meteorologists. These included International Meteorological Tables (published eventually in Paris in 1889 through
the efforts of Professor Mascart); a report and instructions on the observation
of the motion of clouds; catalogues of published and unpublished observations
existing in a number of countries as well as ge neral bibliographies ; a report on
the Intercolonial Meteorological Conference held in Sydney in November 1879
to apply the Rome Resolutions in the Meteorological Services in Australia
and New Zealand; and a report on the establishment of mountain meteorological stations in Europe and in the United States.
The IMC sti mulated the holding in Austria in September 1880 of a Conference on Agricultural and Forestry Meteorology. While successful in encouraging the extension of regular meteorological observations in countries and
regions where these were lacki ng, particularly in China, Japan, Korea, Argentina, Brazil, New Guinea, Congo, and South-West Africa, the IMC was less
successful with the problem of telegraphic services. Because of the excessive
cost it was unable to establish an international telegraphic service for the
North Atlantic to meet the needs of weather forecasters.
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The IMC also followed up a request by the Rome Congress to call a
Third World Meteorological Congress. At its Paris meeting in 1885, the
French member, Professor E. Mascart, announced that the French authorities
would be happy to provide facilities for that Congress in Paris in 1889, at
which time there would be an International Exhibition. The German representative made it clear, however, that the German authorities did not favour
a meeting at governmental level. Subsequent correspondence between the
members of the IMC made it even clearer that governments were not interested in such a Congress.
At the IMC meeting in Zurich in September 1888 , the Committee felt that
its mission had ended and that it should dissolve itself. However, in order to
continue the long and fruitful relations between the different meteorological
systems , the Committee nominated two Executive Officers (Wild and Scott)
and charged them to convene at a suitable time an international meeting of
representatives of various Meteorological Services.
In a speech winding up the work of the International Meteorological
Committee and briefly noting the form of its successor, its President, Professor Heinrich Wild , summarized the situation of international meteorological
co-operation in 1888 . He observed that the two Congresses and their subsidiary bodies:

"have doubtless greatly contributed to the advancement of meteorology, by
uniting the efforts of the different countries in certain directions, by facilitating
the researches of meteorologists by means of the unification of the methods of
observation and of the publication -of observations in different countries, and
by notifying the most important questions to be settled by fresh investigations.
Much still remains to be done in these different directions. Let us hope that the
Conference of the heads of all the Meteorological Services which are in future
to replace the Congresses and their Committees will be able still better to realize
the agreement between different countries, so desirable for meteorology, which
is a science truly international."
Between the liquidation of the International Meteorological Committee
and the First Conference of Directors of Meteorological Services (CD), which
met in Munich in 1891 , an unofficial Congress was held in Paris in September
1889. Organized by the Societe Metforologique de France, 174 meteorologists
and scientists from all parts of the world participated in this meeting, which
concerned itself largely with instrumental and scientific questions . Apart from
the scientific papers read at the meetings, the Congress was valuable in bringing
into con.tact a large number of meteorologists .
Although held outside the framework of the existing system, its informal
quality truly reflected the realities of the time. From the self-liquidation of the
IMC in 1888 until the creation of WMO in 1950, international co-operation in
meteorology was a strictly non-governmental and unofficial affair run by
meteorologists, largely as scientists and not as representatives of governments.
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In opening the First Conference of Directors of Meteorological Services
in Munich on 26 August 1891, Professor Heinrich Wild outlined the problem
faced by himself and R. H. Scott in deciding whom to invite. They had finally
decided to send invitations to some eighty directors of Meteorological Services
and observatories in all regions of the world. Thirty-one directors of Meteorological Services - including four from the U.S.A ., one from Brazil, and two
from Australia - attended the meeting the unofficial nature of which was
stressed by its conveners.
The Conference elected as its President Dr. C. Lang, Director of the
Central Meteorological Station of Bavaria, and as its Vice-Presidents Professor M. W. Harrington, Director of the Weather Bureau, Washington,
D.C., and Professor E. Mascart, Director of the Bureau Central Meteorologique de France. The three Secretaries were R . H. Scott, Dr. F. Erk, of
Bavaria, and L. Teisserenc de Bort, of France. Its first item of business was
to deplore the deaths since the Rome Congress of thirteen distinguished
meteorologists, the best known being Bruhns, Myer, Plantamour, Weyprecht
and, above all, Buys Ballot, one of the fathers of modern meteorology.
The Conference then elected an International Meteorological Committee
of fourteen members who could co-opt three additional members. The new
IMC elected Professor Wild as President and R.H. Scott as Secretary . In
addition to discussing a series of technical questions, all directed to establishing
standard practices for instruments and observations, the Conference created
the Organization's first permanent Technical Commission. Professor Wild also
served as president of this body.
The Munich Conference of Directors has a certain interest for what it
was unable to achieve . Recognizing the need - particularly in Europe - for
rapid information concerning weather reports from America, Iceland, the
Farnes and the Azores, it was forced to accept that this was not then realizable
because of the high costs already referred to. Indeed, on matters of finance the
Conference went out of its way to stress that it could not commit governments.
For that reason alone, it could not consider a paid Bureau with. international
staff.
With the close of the Conference , the structure of the Organization consisted of a Conference of Directors, an International Meteorological Committee and an Executive Bureau. Its main characteristic was that those who
participated, did so unofficially, and in their roles as heads of Services . The
co-operation they established and the voluntary labours they undertook were
entirely on their own responsibility. The Organization had no funds; for such
matters as the publication of its reports in the three languages used - French,
English and German - it depended on the generosity of the Central Meteorological Services of France, Great Britain and Germany.

~
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The system put into operation in Munich in 1891 lasted until the outbreak of the First World War, which paralysed international meteorological
co-operation for more than four years. During the period 1891-1914 the most
noticeable feature of the International Meteorological Organization - in
reality it was that, even though that name came into formal use at a later date was the further development of the Technical Commission machinery. Improvements in instruments and technology, and an enormous increase in knowledge, created possibilities for specialization. The meteorologists therefore set
up commissions of specialists who through joint efforts and exchange of
experience could push out into the new frontiers which were both visible and
attainable.
Between 1891and1914 the Conference of Directors met twice, in Paris in
1896, and in Innsbruck in 1905. The International Meteorological Committee
met eight times during this period : in Uppsala in 1894, in St. Petersburg in
1899, in Paris in 1900, in Southport (England) in 1903 , in Innsbruck in 1905,
in Paris in 1907, in Berlin in 1910 and in Rome in 1913 .
Professor Wild served as President until I 896, although he retired from
his post in St. Petersburg the year before. He then returned to his native
Zurich where he died a few years later after making a great contribution to the
physical sciences for half a century , much of it in the field of international
meteorological co-operation. Professor E. Mascart served as President from
I 896 to 1907 when he was succeeded by the British meteorologist Dr . W. Napier
Shaw , who served as President until 1923.
An interesting reflection of the global nature of meteorology was the
change in the geographical composition of the IMC. Whereas prior to I 89 I
the members came from countries in Europe, after that date there were always
meteorologists on the IMC from Australia, Canada, India, Japan and the
United States .
The Organization's principal achievement during this period was the
establishment of Technical Commissions . As already mentioned , the first of
these Commissions was established by the Conference of Directors at its
Munich meeting in 1891. The CD, at its Paris meeting in 1896, created the
Commission for Aeronautics, with Professor H . Hergesell as president. With
various changes this eventually became WMO's Commission for Atmospheric
Sciences .
At the same Paris meeting, the CD also created the Radiation Commission. The IMC, at Southport (1903), created the Solar Commission. At its
meeting in Paris in 1907 the IMC created the Commission for Meteorological
Telegraphy , the Commission for Storm Warnings and Maritime Meteorology
and the Commission for the Reseau Mandia! . In Rome in 1913 the IMC
created the Commission for Polar Meteorology and the Commission for
Agricultural Meteorology .
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Professor J . Van Mieghem has pointed out that the terms of reference of
these Commissions were not greatly different from those of today's Technical
Commissions of WMO , i.e. survey of a certain field of scientific or technical
activity of interest to the Organization, standardization of the performance of
instruments and of methods of observation, elaboration of internationally
agreed procedures and, more generally, advice on technical matters to the
executive body of the Organization.
The Conference of Directors which met in Innsbruck in 1905 concerned
itself with the codification of the large number of internationally agreed rules
which had emerged over the decades. At its meeting in Paris in 1907 , the IMC
accepted the draft prepared by Professor E. Mascart. The First World War
prevented its approval by the CD until 1919; but it has been pointed out that
the first edition of WMO's Technical Regulations adopted in 1955 covering
times of observations and units of measure, synoptic meteorology, climatology
and aerology, has its origins in work started nearly fifty years earlier !
During the period under review, the Committee gave much time and
thought to the establishment of a paid Secretariat; but the mood of governments was such that a paid Secretariat was not for the near future.
The burden of the work of the Organization was largely carried by its
Secretary . On occasion, colleagues from other Services helped him with the
translation and publication of proceedings and reports. Among the selfless
scientists who gave of themselves without stint to further international meteorology, the name of R. H. Scott shines brightly. During the twenty-eight years
he served as Secretary of the IMC and its predecessors , he made contributions
towards international co-operation in meteorology which were invaluable. He
retired in 1900 when his place was taken by Dr. H. Hildebrandsson , Director
of the Meteorological Observatory , Uppsala, Sweden . He occupied the post
until 1907 when he, in turn, was succeeded by Professor D. G. Hellmann, of
Germany.
The IMC was able to achieve some success in the preparation and
publication of an International Cloud Atlas , a joint effort of a number of
outstanding experts under the chairmanship of Professor Hildebrandsson.
The first edition of the Atlas appeared in 1896. A more definitive edition
appeared in 1910.
Of even greater importance for synoptic meteorology were the considerable
efforts made to rationalize and economize on telegraphic communications.
Discussions with the International Telegraphic Bureau in Berne overcame some
of the difficulties mentioned earlier and the Commission for Weather Telegraphy succeeded in accelerating the international exchange of weather telegrams.
At the meeting of the CD in Innsbruck in 1905, the question came up for
the first time of coastal stations receiving weather reports from ships at sea by
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wireless telegraphy . The cost of such communications was then explored with
the Marconi company . At subsequent meetings, until the outbreak of war,
the extension of the use of wireless telegraphy as an aid in synoptic meteorology
was a frequent subject of discussions . New codes, reformed and greatly simplified, came into effect and their improvement was continually under study .
A glance at the reports of the IMC and its subsidiary bodies during the
quarter-century preceding the First World War reveals that the advancement
of intern ational co-operation in meteorology was now largely the task of the
various Technical Commissions of the Organization . These Commissions had
become so active that the principal role of the IMC was largely that of coordinator.
Professor Van Mieghem notes that during the first period of existence of
IMO (1879-1914), meteorology was in its infancy. However, the science and
practice of meteorology was on the threshold of great and revolutionary events .
Studies in dynamic meteorology had already started in Austria, Norway and
Germany. The Commission for Aeronautics had been very active and great
advances had been made in the collection of data in the free atmosphere by
means of balloons and kites. But the next surge forward was to await the end
of the holocaust of 1914-1918 .

C. H . D. Buys Ballot , First President of 1MO ( 1873-1879)
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Heinrich Wild
1879-1896

E. Mascari
1896-1907

W. Napier Shaw
1907-1923

E. van Everdingen
1923-1935

Th. Hesse/berg
1935-1946

Sir Nelson K. Johnson
1946-1951

IV
INTERNATIONAL CO-OPERATION IN METEOROLOGY
COMES OF AGE: 1914-1939
The Organization was dormant during the First World War. Truly international meteorolo gicalco-openrtt-mtvi1tuatty-c-em;-e-d-from- kugust-l 9 I-4-urrtrlthe early part of 1919 when it revived rapidly with peace . However, there
was no halt in the development of technology and theory which moved ahead
relentlessly for the next twenty years. Indeed, if, as we have mentioned earlier,
the period before the First World War was the infancy of meteorology, then
the period between the two great wars could be called the adolescence of
meteorology. During this period the two great technological developments radio and aviation - were to begin a sort of permanent revolution in meteorology . But that is to anticipate events .
During the inter-war period the developments in international co-operation in meteorology were so multifarious and wide-ranging that, in the interests
of clarity, there is much advantage in treating them under three main headings,
viz: administration and organization, technology and the applications of
meteorology, and the development of research and the scientific bodies which
grew up in connexion with that development.

Administration and organization
The President of the IMC when war broke out in 1914 was the British
meteorologist, Napier Shaw. The cannons had scarcely ceased to rumble when,
early in 1919, this great humanist-scientist called an informal meeting in
London of meteorologists from allied and neutral countries to consider the
action needed to revive the Organization. Arrangements were then made for the
Conference of Directors to hold its fourth meeting in Paris in September 1919 .
As already mentioned, this meeting confirmed the technical procedures which
had been drafted by the IMC in that same city , twelve years earlier. It also
confirmed the pre-war structure of a CD and IMC (whose members served in a
"personal" and not an official capacity) , and various Technical Commissions,
including - sign ificant reflection of the times - a new one for the Application
of Meteorology to Air Navigation. In 1923 Dr. Napier Shaw was succeeded as
President of the Organization by Professor Dr. E . van Everdingen, of the
Netherlands, who served until 1935.

The question not just of the structure, but of the status of IMO, now
became increasingly important as governments became more and more aware
of the applications of meteorology and its impact on daily life, and not least on
economic activities. The status of IMO and its role in international affairs
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came up at the CD meeting in Paris in 1919. It sounded like a leitmotiv
throughout the deliberations of the Organization's guiding bodies in growing
intensity until the outbreak of the Second World War subdued the voices of
international co-operation for almost five years. At the Fifth CD (Utrecht,
1923), the Sixth CD (Copenhagen, 1929) , and the Seventh CD (Warsaw, 1935),
and in eight IMC meetings starting with that in London (1921) and culminating
in the meeting in Berlin ( 1939) on the eve of the war, the status and nature of
IMO occupied an increasingly important place in the agenda.
The question was not at all abstract and posed a choice between two
systems . Should international co-operation in meteorology take place as an
inter-governmental activity controlled by an International Meteorological
Bureau assisted by a small, paid Secretariat, whose decisions would be binding
on governments? Or should these matters continue to be dealt with by heads
of Meteorological Services in an unofficial capacity ? Governments as well as
meteorologists had different views on this important matter. Some meteorologists took an unfavourable view of government officials being involved in
discussions and decisions which they (the meteorologists) considered outside
the understanding of non-scientists. Other meteorologists saw things in a quite
different light. They saw little possibility for a full exploitation of meteorological discoveries through international co-operation - and this would
involve considerable expenditure of the taxpayers' money - without the
direct intervention and support of governments. At the same time a number
of governments were unaware that the world was changing rapidly and that
they were living at the beginning of a scientific and technological revolution .
They were distrustful of scientists and favoured letting things go on quietly as
they had since Vienna 1873 and Rome 1879 (even though these Congresses
had been at the governmental level). This is probably the reason why the
Organization turned down an offer by the inter-governmental League of
Nations - its Committee for Intellectual Co-operation had offered space for
an International Meteorological Bureau at its offices in Paris.
In any case, many meetings of the CD and IMC were well ventilated by
discussions of this kind. As happens so often in international relations, the
conflict partly and temporarily resolved itself in a compromise. The proponents of the conflicting views at the IMC meeting in Vienna in 1926 had to
settle for a small Secretariat. This Secretariat had no policy-making functions.
Its principal task was to relieve the Organization's President and Secretary of
their administrative and conference-servicing burdens. It would publish the
reports and proceedings of the IMC and its Commissions, a task which had
previously been carried out by the Members on a voluntary basis . It would
also serve as a documentation centre.
The modest budget for the permanent Secretariat was apportioned among
the countries whose directors of Meteorological Services participated in the
Conference of Directors. The first chief of the Secretariat was the Netherlands
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meteorologist H . G . Cannegieter. He and his Secretariat were under the
direct control of the President of the IMC. Pending a final decision on the
location of the Secretariat - it was agreed it should be in one of the smaller
countries of Europe - it was decided to install it initially at the headquarters
of the Royal Meteorological Institute at De Bilt in the Netherlands.
While the Vienna decision temporarily settled the question of the Secretariat, the question of the status of the Organization was by no means in
abeyance . The sixth Conference of Directors, held in Copenhagen in 1929,
confirmed the structure of the Organization - a Conference of Directors, an
International Meteorological Committee with an Executive Council, Technical
Commissions and a Secretariat. But it also adopted a resolution which was
sent to governments through proper channels on the desirability of the Organization becoming inter-governmental.
The seventh Conference of Directors, which met in Warsaw in 1935, came
back to this question with vigour. It decided that invitations to future meetings of the CD should be sent to governments. The invitations would request
governments to designate directors of their national Meteorological Services
to represent them at the meetings, and to vote on their behalf. It was hoped
that this cautious move towards official recognition would enhance the status
of the Organization.
At the Warsaw meeting, Dr. Th. Hesselberg, Director of the Norwegian
Meteorological Service , was elected President of the IMC. He was a strong
supporter of an improved international status for meteorology. Indeed,
Dr. Hessel berg played an active role in drafting, in co-operation with Mr. P.
Wehrle, Director of the French Meteorological Service, a World Meteorological Convention which, if accepted by governments, would secure official
status for IMO . This draft was carefully examined and discussed at the
twenty-second session of the IMC, which met in Berlin on the eve of the
Second World War. In presenting his preliminary draft to the Committee,
Dr . Hesselberg gave some of the reasons which he believed called for a
change in the Organization's status:
"In view of the steadily increasing practical importance of meteorology, it is
desirable that the governments of the various countries should have a greater
influence on the work of the Organization. The resolutions of the Organization
should be binding on the countries to a greater extent. The Organization must
be able to rely on adequate resources so that efficient co-operation should not
be hampered by financial difficulties . It is abnormal for one of the Organization's commissions [the International Commission for Aeronautical Meteorology, which had inter-governmental status] to have a more official status than
the Organization itself. Similar organizations [the International Commission
for Air Navigation, the International Union of Geodesy and Geophysics and
others] have a more official status than IMO, a circumstance which has its
drawbacks. Governments have not sufficient control over the choice of representatives from their countries."
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Dr . Hessel berg's proposals were wide-ranging . Annexed to his draft of
the Convention were detailed regulations covering the Technical Commissions.
Fundamentally the other boqies of the Organization remained as they were ,
except for some changes of name. After working through the draft Convention article by article, the Committee referred what has been called the Berlin
Draft to a commission which would refine and polish it. In definitive form it
would be considered by the Conference of Directors planned to meet in
Washington in 1941. The outbreak of the Second World War froze further
work on this subject for almost seven years .
The small Secretariat at De Bilt moved to Lausanne - a meeting of the
CD in Copenhagen in September 1929 had decided that the Secretariat should
eventually be located in Switzerland but without deciding when - in the first
months of the wa-r. During the war its small staff maintained certain but
limited international contacts and continued a useful programme of publications . This Secretariat subsequently reported the interesting fact that during
the period 1939- 1945 "contributions from Members came in quite regularly,
payments having dropped by an average of only ten per cent as compared with
the last pre-war year". It is also interesting to note that before the Secretariat
left De Bilt the annual budget amounted to less than US $20 OOO !
Another important act of the Warsaw Conference of Directors - one of
the most fruitful meetings of meteorologists held up to that date - was the
attention given to regionalism. Statements by meteorologists from Africa,
and from the Far East , concerning their special problems were heard with
considerable sympathy and understanding . It was therefore decided to establish Regional Commissions to provide an instrument within the IMO framework to assure better implementation of IMO resolutions in distant parts of
the world . As the first proposal of regional interest came from Africa, Regional
Commission I was established for that region. At the same time Regional
Commission II was established for the Far East. At subsequent meetings of
the IMC - in Salzburg (1937) and Berlin (1939) - Regional Commission III
for South America, Regional Commission IV for North and Central America,
and Regional Commission V for the South-West Pacific were established.
Regional Commission VI (Europe) was not established until the Conference
of Directors met in London in 1946, a fact pointing to the Eurocentric nature
of international co-operation in meteorology during its infancy and adolescence, i .e . many of the most pressing problems of the European region had
already been solved .

Technology and applications
During the inter-war period, IMO pressed ahead on all technical fronts .
The Technical Commission system which had become an integral part of
international co-operation in meteorology was expanded and improved to
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exploit the rapid development of radio and av1at1on. This manifested itself
most noticeably at the Conference of Directors in Copenhagen in 1929. A
system of collective radio weather broadcasts for Europe and North America
was developed, using revised meteorological codes . When the ·Copenhagen
meeting closed, the expansion of the Organization's role in international
co-operation in meteorology was graphically illustrated by the number and
subject-matter of its extremely active Technical Commissions. The Commissions covered the following broad subjects and activities:
Terrestrial Magnetism and Atmospheric Electricity
Solar Radiation
Exploration of the Upper Atmosphere
Synoptic Weather Information (formerly Commission for Meteorological
Telegraphy)
Maritime Meteorology
Agricultural Meteorology
Application of Meteorology to Aerial Navigation
Investigation of the Waves of Explosion
Study of Clouds
The Polar Year
Climatology
The Reseau Mandia! and Polar Meteorology
The Reseau Mandia! was in the words of the British scholar-scientist Napier
Shaw - amongst other IMO offices, he had himself served as president of the
Commission for the Reseau mondial - the guiding principle of international
co-operation between the meteorological establishments of the world since the
Vienna Congress.
But it was the rapid development of civil aviation which exercised the
meetings of the CD and the IMC during the inter-war period almost more
than any other subject. The meeting of the CD in Paris in 1919 established a
Commission for the Application of Meteorology to Air Navigation (ancestor
of WMO's Commission for Aeronautical Meteorology) . The work of this
Commission was complicated by the competition it encountered from the
International Commission for Air Navigation (ICAN), an inter-governmental
body set up under the Convention for the Regulation of Aerial Navigation
which went into force in 1922. It should be noted that already in 1920 regular
air services were established between London , Paris, Brussels and Amsterdam.
After considerable study, IMO at its Warsaw Conference of Directors in
1935 largely resolved the difficulties by replacing the Commission for the
Application of Meteorology to Air Navigation by an International Commission for Aeronautical Meteorology (ICAeM) consisting of members appointed
by governments in order that it could work effectively and expeditiously with
ICAN. It did in fact meet those expectations. This is not surprising as the
same person generally sat in the two Commissions. At this distance in time,
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it is interesting to speculate on the influence of this successful activity in overcoming the reluctance of those members of IMO who had not been enthusiastic about the merits of inter-governmental status for the Organization.

Development of research
It is possible only to touch briefly here on the considerable advances in
the inter-war period in theoretical scientific work, and its bearing on the work
of the Organization. Already before the First World War international associations had grown up devoted to sciences allied to meteorology. Some of
these such as the International Geodetic and Seismological Association
received government funds on the recommendation of Academies of Science
or similar bodies. One of these organizations, the International Union of
Geodesy and Geophysics (IUGG), had a section devoted specially to meteorology. There was also a section devoted to terrestrial magnetism and atmospheric electricity, a subject for which a Commission existed in IMO since 1891 .
The funds which IUGG disposed of were of benefit to furthering research and
observations in fields of fundamental interest to IMO but for which it had no
funds of its own . While the rules of IMO limited attendance at meetings of
the CD and the IMC to directors of Meteorological Services, meetings of the
Union had no such restriction. The co-operation which developed was to
have important results for international meteorology many years later.

While meteorology in the belligerent countries during the First World
War was channelled into purposes directly related to each side's war effort,
the situation was otherwise in some of the neutral countries. In Norway, in
particular, cut off from the major centres of meteorological work, intensive
theoretical work was undertaken. Under the leadership of Professor Wilhelm
Bjerknes, assisted by J. Bjerknes, T . Bergeron , H . Solberg, the Bergen school
worked out the then revolutionary methods of weather study involving air
mass and frontal analysis . This work and its development by later meteorologists introduced the third dimension into meteorological practice , enabling
thermodynamic and hydrodynamic principles to be applied to forecasting.
During the inter-war period, meteorology made remarkable and rapid use
of technical advances to help the international observing and reporting systems . The first use of the aeroplane for upper-air sounding took place in the
early 1900s but aerometeorographs came into their own in the twenties and
thirties. They were gradually replaced by the radiosonde, the first being
developed by Bureau and Idrac in France in 1927 and a practical radio transmitter being developed by P.A . Moltchanoff in the U .S.S.R. in 1930 . During
that period IMO maintained its identity and succeeded in fostering that remarkable spirit of friendly international co-operation which has characterized relations between meteorologists from the mid-nineteenth century.
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THE LAST YEARS OF IMO: 1939-1950
This chapter will trace briefly the final twelve years of IMO . The nongovernmental organization which had guided international meteorological
co-operation since the Vienna Congress of 1873 ceased to exist in 1951. It was
replaced by an inter-governmental organi zation, the specialized agency of the
United Nations known as the World Meteorological Organization:.
The period from the outbreak of war in Europe in the autumn of 1939
to the ninth and final meeting of the Conference of Directors of IMO in Paris
in 1951 was at first dramatic and, after 1945, extremely active. We have
already mentioned that the small IMO Secretariat hastily left De Bilt in the
Netherlands and installed itself in Lausanne in September 1939. During the
war the Chief of the Secretariat, Dr. G. Swoboda - he had succeeded
Dr . H . G . Cannegieter in 1938 - was able to maintain contact with Dr. T .
Hesselberg, President of the IMC, and with the directors of Meteorological
Services in the countries of many Members of the Organization. But above all,
it was possible to work on Dr. Hesselberg's Berlin Project which foresaw a
complete revision of the status of the Organization .
Scientific and technological developments during the war had created the
technical conditions for a revolution in meteorology. But it was not these
revolutionary technological advances which immediately occupied the Organization when it came out of its enforced hibernation at the end of hostilities.
The tasks with top priority at the Extraordinary Conference of Directors which
met in London in February 1946 were - to quote from an IMO Secretariat
study- "to bring IMO back into operation, to ensure its co-operation with
other international organizations and to resume the study of constitutional and
other questions the settlement of which had been prevented by the war" .
Concerning technical matters, the Conference recommended that certain
new codes should be used temporarily until the codes as a whole had been
examined by the Commission for Synoptic Weather Information . It believed ,
too, that there were urgent matters arising out of the recent war which called
for an early meeting of this Commission, preferably before I July 1946. The
Conference also instructed the Commission to prepare, in co-operation with
the newly established Regional Commission for Europe, a plan for the issue
of continental collective weather messages for all European countries . It took
steps to ensure the recovery of meteorological material lost during the war,
and the publication of meteorological observations collected during the war.
Expressing awareness of the enormously important role meteorology had
played in everybody's life during recent years, the Conference urged that the
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profession and practice of meteorology be given wide publicity. It also urged
that assistance be given to countries lacking qualified staff.
However, the major task of the Conference was to request the IMC to
prepare a new draft International Meteorological Convention, to review the
composition and functions of the Technical Commissions (all of which it had
dissolved and replaced) and to consider bringing the Organization into relationship with the United Nations without sacrificing IMO's universal character
and independence. The Conference of Directors also re-established the five
pre-war Regional Commissions and, as already noted, created a sixth, for the
European region. Arrangements were made for the IMC, under its newly
elected Chairman, Sir Nelson K. Johnson, Director of the British Meteorological Office, to meet in Paris in June 1946. The next meeting of the Conference of Directors would take place in Washington in 1947, preceded by a
meeting in Toronto of all the Technical Commissions .
After the reactivation of international co-operation in meteorology at the
London meeting of the Conference of Directors, the Organization was largely
concerned with the work of transforming itself into an inter-governmental
body. But, during this period, it was also increasingly and deeply concerned
with technical matters, and with expanding and improving the links with nongovernmental organizations of scientific workers in fields of direct relevance
to meteorology. Before we deal with the fundamental matter of the completion of the International Meteorological Convention, a brief account follows
of these more routine but none the less extremely important tasks.
The nearly complete disruption of connexions between Meteorological
Services during the war left a heritage of technical anomalies and problems to
be cleared up. One of the first and most important problems to be tackled was
that of codes. At its meeting in Paris immediately preceding the meeting of
the IMC in July 1946, and following the request of the CD which met in
London earlier in the year, the Commission for Synoptic Weather Information
(CSWI) completely revised the codes for transmission of weather information
and recommended that they be put into operation as early as possible. The
IMC accepted this revision and adopted a five-figure group form of code for
global use to be reviewed the following year. (The use of figure codes was of
great value in overcoming language difficulties.) Another important decision
of the CSWI was to accept the offer of the French authorities of facilities for a
revision of the Cloud Atlas .
A glance at the sixty resolutions adopted by the IMC at Paris reveals that
the main concern on the technological front was to restore international
meteorological co-operation . Many of the resolutions dealt with such relevant
matters as the reorganization of European collective transmissions, the extension of teleprinter connexions, regular exchange of weather information
between Europe and North America by high-powered transmitters, and an
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expansion and improvement of the network of reporting stations including
stationary weather ships at sea. A number of the resolutions showed awareness of technical inventions and developments during the war and their applicability to meteorology, viz. Resolution 44 recommending further investigation of the radar detection of rain; and Resolution 47 on the use of aircraft
weather-reconnaissance flights, particularly for the direct observation of the
development, progress and decay of tropical revolving storms.
In August 1947 the ten Technical Commissions and the six Regional
Commissions met in Toronto. These meetings immediately preceded the
Washington Conference of Directors which opened on 22 September 1947.
They were extraordinarily fruitful, and speeded up the machinery for international co-operation in meteorology . The pre-conference meetings of these
16 subordinate bodies produced 400 resolutions for the consideration of the
Conference of Directors .

The President of the Conference, Sir Nelson Johnson, noted in his summary of the Washington meeting that the resolutions of the Conference there were 220 of them - "covered a wide range in almost every branch of
pure and applied meteorology and many important improvements upon existing
practice were agreed upon. One of the most important was the decision of the
Conference to adopt for world-wide use a code submitted by CSWI for reporting synoptic observations. This code was accompanied by many specifications
for the various elements, some of which had been adapted to meet the requirements of the users more effectively." Among other important decisions the
Conference established two new Technical Commissions - the Polar Commission and the Commission for Radio-Electricity. This brought the number
of Technical Commissions to twelve. It also made decisions to improve telecommunications within each Region, publications and documents, education
and professional training and meteorological studies and research.
Another subject calling for immediate attention after the Second World
War was the relationship between IMO and other organizations, governmental
and non-governmental, with an interest in meteorology. In the past decades
such relations had been sporadic and somewhat ad hoe. The immense expansion of technology during the war increased the role and activity of many of
these organizations and called for urgent attention by IMO to avoid duplication and overlap, and to ensure fruitful collaboration for mutual benefit. The
Conference of Directors which met in London in February and March 1946
gave particular thought to collaboration with the Provisional International
Civil Aviation Organization, the International Telecommunication Union and
the International Ice Patrol Service. It suggested that the character of the
collaboration should be defined by an agreement in each case .
The Paris meeting of the IMC in July 1946 gave special attention to the
problem of aeronautical meteorology. Its Resolution 2, on co-ordination of
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activ1t1es with the Provisional International Civil Aviation Organization
(PICAO), set out guidelines for developing collaboration. It provided for
reciprocal representation of both organizations at meetings and the preparation of joint regulations. In questions of general meteorology, PICAO (later
ICAO) would accept the recommendations of IMO. The IMC also established
terms of reference of the new Commission for Aeronautical Meteorology
(which would be set up later in the year and which would replace the old intergovernmental CIMAe). In its final Resolution (61) the IMC also considered
the relation of the Organization to UN.
The President of the Council of ICAO, now fully established as a specialized agency of the United Nations, participated in the meeting of the
Conference of Directors in Washington in September and October 1947 . That
Conference adopted Resolution 214, which defined the relations and responsibilities of IMO and ICAO in meteorology .
We will now return to perhaps the most important post-war task of IMO,
the transformation of the Organization into an inter-government.al body.
The hundreds of resolutions adopted by the Conference of Directors in London
in February and March 1946, the IMC in Paris later in the year, and the
Conference of Directo'rs in Washington in September and October 1947 dealt
with technical matters, many of them of the greatest importan.ce and urgency.
However, the bulk of the time of the senior meteorologists and officials attending these meetings, as well as that of the staffs of ministries concerned with
the diplomatic, legal and related aspects of international meteorology, was
devoted to the constitutional question of the change of status of IMO.
As already mentioned, the London Conference of Directors ( 1946) gave
the IMC the task of drafting a new IMO constitution which would change it
into an inter-governmental organization . This was to be undertaken by the
IMC at its Paris meeting in July 1946, where it would prepare an International
Meteorological Convention. As a basis for its work, the CD provided the
IMC with a document in three parts - the so-called Berlin Project - wkich
had been subjected to minor changes and refinements by Dr. Hesselberg and
Dr. Swoboda by correspondence during the war. The IMC session in Paris,
under the presidency of Sir Nelson Johnson, devoted a substantial part of its
twenty-one meetings to this task , much of the detailed discussions and drafting
being done in four sub-commissions.
This led to the adoption of a draft World Meteorological Convention,
known as the Paris Draft, 1946. It had two annexes: draft General Regulations
of the new Organization and draft Technical Regulations. These three documents were then submitted for comment to governments and Meteorological
Services . The reactions of certain government authorities to the three documents showed that there were important areas of disagreement. Thus at the
Conference of Directors in Washington, four new drafts were submitted, by
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Canada, the U.K., France and the U .S.A. What many governments were
concerned about was the safeguarding of the Organization's independence and
world-wide character. Many governments attached particular importance to
retaining professional representation, i.e., they wished to be represented at
meetings by Directors of Meteorological.. .Services. After considerable and
animated discussion - the Conference held thirty-one meetings - the Convention was then voted unanimously .
In brief, the purposes of the new Organization - WMO - as defined by
the Convention, were to facilitate world-wide co-operation in the establishment
of networks of meteorological observation stations and to promote the development of centres capable of providing the services of meteorology, to promote
the rapid exchange of weather information and the standardization of meteorological observations and their publication, to further the application of
meteorology to human activities and to encourage research and training in
meteorology. The constituent bodies of the Organization were: the Congress,
the Executive Committee, the Regional Associations and the Technical Commissions.

Although signed by representatives of thirty-one governments during the
Conference in October 1947, the Convention did not actually come into force
until 23 March 1950 *, that being the thirtieth day after the date of the deposit
of the thirtieth instrument of ratification or accession (Article 35).
The Conference also decided to seek affiliation for the Organization with
the United Nations . Among organizational and administrative decisions made
by the Conference, of special importance was the decision to increase the
number of members of the IM<;: to twenty-five. Sir Nelson Johnson continued
as President, with Dr. T. Hesselberg, Dr. F. W. Reichelderfer, and Mr. A .
Viaut as Vice-Presidents .
To enable the Secretariat to cope with a great expansion of activities,
contributions of members were increased fifty per cent. Provisions were also
made in the Final Act of the Conference to cover the interim period between
the end of the Conference and the coming into being of the World Meteorological Organization in order to ensure continuity in the world-wide co-operation of Meteorological Services. Finally, the President of the IMC was to
convene an extraordinary session of the Conference of Directors - to take
place simultaneously with the First Congress of WMO - which would transfer
to the new body the functions, activities, assets and obligations of the IMO
and make provision for its dissolution.
During the interim period the IMC was active in seeing to the implementation of the resolutions and recommendations of the Washington Conference,
particularly by the Technical Commissions. The IMO during this period also
• This date is celebrated annually as World Meteorological Day .
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secured recognition for itself by the United Nations as the preparatory body
for WMO and accordingly participated in many relevant UN activities. The
interim period lasted from 11 October 1947 to 15 March 1951 when the ninth
and last Conference of Directors met in Paris . The Conference was attended
by representatives of 50 countries and by representatives of UN, ICAO and
Unesco. On 17 March 1951 the Conference of Directors of IMO held its
last meeting and formally liquidated the Organization. The President's final
words are worth recording: "Thus came to an end one of the pioneer organizations for international co-operation . The torch which it has kindled is not
extinguished, but is handed on to a new organization to maintain and foster."
Two days later the First Congress of the World Meteorological Organization
opened.

VI
THE FORMATIVE YEARS OF WMO: 1950-1963
It is fitting to question why an Organization whose beginnings were at
the governmental level - as we have seen, the Congresses in Vienna in 1873 and
in Rome in 1879 were meetings of governmental representatives - which then
operated efficiently and economically for seventy-six years as an unofficial
body, should revert to that governmental level. There is a simple answer. The
importance of meteorology in the world order of things and its promise for the
future were now universally recognized. The British official - John Strachey
- who made the speech of welcome to the Extraordinary Conference of
Directors in London on 25 February 1946 expressed this clearly:
" . .. the science of meteorology will, it is not too much to say, become one of
the key sciences of the world, and you, who are all meteorologists , will be called
upon to play a far more important role than you have ever played before in
human affairs."
The growing awareness during the last war of the interdependence of all
people and every part of the world played a significant role in establishing
the United Nations and its family of specialized agencies. It is understandable
that the statesmen and scientists who created the World Meteorological
Organization wished to fit the Organization into that system. In doing so they
not only gave recognition to the new, enhanced position of meteorology, but
gave it inter-governmental status and larger resources to enable it to undertake
wider activities and keep pace with changing requirements . Such an organization could now undertake new activities appropriate to a governmental body
and could profit greatly by direct and close collaboration with other intergovernmental bodies including particularly those in the United Nations family.
The founding fathers were also determined that operational meteorological
questions should henceforth be treated by a single organization - WMO and not as they had been, up to then , by a number of organizations, some of
them often with peripheral interests in meteorology.
The readjustment to its new inter-governmental status was not difficult
because of the long previous experience of IMO. But many changes and innovations were necessary. To carry out its new and larger tasks, greater responsibilities had to be given to a considerably enlarged Secretariat. This
chapter will sketch briefly how these expectations were met durillg the first
clearly marked initial period in WMO 's brief history, the years 1950-1963.
The First Congress of the World Meteorological Organization met in
Paris from 19 March to 28 April 1951. It concerned itself largely with administrative and organizational questions. These related to the WMO machinery,
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its functioning and finance. It established or re-established eight Technical
Commissions and the six Regional Associations (formerly called Commissions).
It also established a Secretariat, an Agreement with the United Nations and
relationship with the specialized agencies, and elected the Organization's
officers . The Congress elected Dr. F. W. Reichelderfer as President of the
Organization, Mr. Andre Viaut as First Vice-President, and Mr. N. P . Sellick
as Second Vice-President. It also appointed Dr. G. Swoboda - former Chief
of the Secretariat of IMO - as its first Secretary-General. His appointment
expired in 1955 when the Second Congress nominated as his successor the
present Secretary-General, Dr. D. A . Davies, whose reappointment has been
confirmed unanimously by all subsequent Congresses - held at four-yearly
intervals - to date .
The Congress adopted a programme for the next four years which included
many activities intended to ensure the continuity of international meteorological co-operation started by IMO. Thus, Resolution 15 (I) authorized the
Executive Committee to arrange for the Secretariat to prepare provisional
Technical Regulations covering meteorological practices and procedures. Of
enormous importance for the future was the adoption of Resolution 10 (I),
which authorized WMO to participate in the United Nations Expanded
Programme of Technical Assistance for Economic Development of Underdeveloped Countries. At the same time, and in response to a UN General
Assembly Resolution of 17 November 1950, Congress directed the Executive
Committee to prepare a plan for the Meteorological Service of Libya - the
country was to become independent on 1 January 1952 - and offer all possible technical assistance within its available resources for the execution of that
plan. WMO became a UN specialized agency when a resolution to that effect
was adopted by the United Nations on 20 December 1951.
But ·before dealing with the Organization's vigorous efforts to provide
technical assistance to developing countries - and this is one of the Organization's most significant achievements - a brief account follows of technical
developments during the formative years .
The first, or what we have called formative, period of WMO's history is
the period from the First Congress in Paris in 1951 to the F.o urth Congress in
Geneva in 1963. During this period the normal work of the Organization
continued through the long-established Technical Commission system and
through the Regional Associations, whereby the Member countries themselves
played the major role in the technical activities of the Organization. However,
these activities were now at a faster tempo and in greater depth because of the
increasing support of governments. The day the WMO Convention came into
effect - 23 March 1950- the Organization had 30 Members . At the Second
Congress in Geneva in 1955, when Mr. Andre Viaut succeeded Dr. Reichelderfer as President, delegates from 83 countries were present. At the Third
Congress in Geneva in 1959, Mr. Viaut noted the accession of the lOOth Mem-
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ber of WMO. Shortly after the Fourth Congress in Geneva in 1963, at which
Dr. A . Nyberg succeeded Mr. A . Viaut as President, 111 States and 15 Territories were Members of the Organization. This increase in Membership
leaves no doubt concerning the support of governments and their awareness of
the increasing importance of meteorology. The role of the Secretariat in the
Organization's work continued to be essentially of a co-ordinating and catalytic character. However, it is of interest to note here an important innovation.
Unlike IMO, WMO has a technical and scientific Secretariat enabling it to
play a much more important role in support of the Organization's constituent
bodies.
An issue of the WMO Bulletin celebrating WMO'S tenth anniversary
summarized some of the most outstanding achievements during that initial
period covering, in particular, the period of the Second and Third Congresses
when WMO moved out into new operational and technical areas far beyond
the horizons of IMO. In passing, it is interesting to record the decision of the
Second Congress concerning the use of the residuary funds of IMO which
came to WMO. It was decided to use a part of the funds to award an annual
IMO Prize for outstanding work in the field of meteorology. A list of the
prize-winners up to and including 1972 appears in Annex III.
The efforts of the Organization to achieve uniformity of meteorological
practices during its first decade was particularly significant. This was due in
large measure to the issue by WMO of Technical Regulations presented in
twelve chapters, each dealing with some specific meteorological field. These
regulations are binding upon Members who must formally notify any deviations . The acceptance of these Technical Regulations constitutes a fact of
enormous importance in international meteorological co-operation, for uniformity of meteorological practices and procedures is the basis of such cooperation . Closely related to this was the preparation of a series of Guides
which form a kind of supplement to the Technical Regulations. A very significant step towards uniformity of meteorological practice has been the acceptance by an increasing number of countries of the metric system and the
Celsius degree for the exchange of meteorological information.
An important WMO development in climatology was the establishment
for the first time of detailed specifications for national and regional climatic
atlases which would form the basis for a World Climatic Atlas.
In the field of synoptic meteorology - fundamental to much of applied
meteorology and meteorological research - there were many important
achievements. WMO's contribution to the International Geophysical Year
and its organization of many technical assistance missions resulted in noticeable improvements in networks of meteorological stations in many countries.
As an important adjunct to synoptic meteorology, global meteorological telecommunication systems improved greatly. During this period there was a
widespread introduction of radio-teletypewriter and facsimile methods . This

• Presentation of the annual IMO Prize
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was of considerable importance in implementing WMO telecommunication
plans such as the Northern Hemisphere Meteorological Telecommunications
Scheme which provided for RTT transmissions stations in Frankfurt, New
Delhi, Tokyo, Moscow, New York. All of this facilitated the prompt and
full preparation of hemispherical weather maps so necessary for modern
forecasting and research purposes .
The enormous expansion of commercial air services during this initial
period focused attention on aeronautical meteorology. The networks just
mentioned faced new problems and demands for meteorological data for the
high levels of the atmosphere. Better understanding of conditions in the upper
atmosphere would make possible improved forecasting techniques for the
higher levels used by jet planes.
The participation of WMO in the International Geophysical Year briefly mentioned in connexion with the improvements in networks - was
significant. The IGY was one of the largest global science research programmes
ever undertaken. Scientists from almost sixty countries (more than 100 in the
case of the meteorological programme) undertook a co-operative investigation
involving observations and studies of the Earth's interior, its crust and oceans,
the envelope of atmosphere surrounding it, and the Sun. WMO accepted
responsibility for the development of the meteorological programme of the
IGY, and the collection, reproduction and subsequent distribution of the data.
This constituted one of the most important contributions ever made to
meteorological research . The participation of WMO in this gigantic scientific project was in keeping with the tradition of co-operation which it inherited
from IMO. IMO had played an important role in two earlier investigations
of the physical environment, viz. the First International Polar Year (18821883) and, fifty years later, the Second International Polar Year (1932-1933).
The system of voluntary observing ships which WMO took over from
IMO in maritime meteorology was considerably extended. By the time of the
Fourth Congress in 1963 more than 3 OOO ships were providing meteorological
information from the world's oceans and seas. Of particular interest was the
Organization's success in obtaining weather data from whaling ships in the
Antarctic region, a task of some complexity as such vessels are normally
reluctant to divulge their positions.
During this first period, there was recognition by an increasing number of
governments of important applications of meteorology to fields other than
aviation and shipping, particularly agriculture and water-resource development. Some dozen of the working groups set up by the Commission for
Agricultural Meteorology produced reports of great value, a number appearing
as Technical Notes. One which achieved considerable recognition was WMO
Technical Note No. 10, The forecasting from weather data of potato blight and
other plant diseases and pests. Others of importance were Technical Note
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No . 41, Climatic aspects of the possible establishment of the Japanese beetle in
Europe, and Technical Note No . 42, Forecasting for forest fire services.
The subject of water-resource development came into prominence when
the emphasis given to economic development revealed the major role which
proper planning and utilization of water resources played in that process. The
Organization's work in technical assistance to developing countries sharpened
awareness of the growing importance of hydrological meteorology . Indeed
this increased interest resulted in the creation of a new Technical Commission
for Hydrological Meteorology (later to become Commission for Hydrology).
An important Technical Note published by the Organization on this subject
was No. 25, Design of hydrological networks.
Indeed, the Organization's publications - in many ways the most tangible
evidence of its activities - during this initial period were as varied as they
were important. In addition to the Technical Notes referred to above , the
following are a selection of some of the most significant publications . One of
the most basic and important publications ever issued by the Organization,
for it is in use every day in almost every country of the world, is Publication
No. 9. TP. 4, Weather reporting: Stations, codes and transmissions. This document provides full details of the existing networks of meteorological stations
throughout the world and the observational routine at each such station, the
complicated telecommunication schedules for the interchange of meteorological
reports, the coding procedures used, etc. The task of keeping this multivolume publication up to date is formidable and involves the Secretariat in
issuing a never-ending stream of amendments. The work is now done mainly
by computer.
A publication accepted with wide approval was the new International
Cloud Atlas, now in almost universal use throughout the world. Among
Technical Notes, some are of direct operational use, others are expert appraisals
of particular techniques and their applicability . Of direct operational use
were: Technical Note No . 17 , Notes on the problems of cargo ventilation;
No. 23, Meteorology as applied to the na vigation of ships; and No . 39, Ice
formation on aircraft . Among Technical Notes scientifically appraising new
developments, the following two were of special importance: Technical Note
No. 13, Artificial control of clouds and hydrometeors , is an authoritative,
impartial and much used statement on a very controversial subject, popularly
known as artificial rain-making (an updated version of this Note was published in 1970); and Technical Note No. 27, Use of ground-based radar in
meteorology, which reviews the important uses to which radar can be put in
the service of meteorology. Last, but not least, is the widely popular and
useful WMO Bulletin, which is now entering its twenty-second year.
Earlier in this chapter mention was made of the greater possibilities for international co-operation which international status gave to WMO, particularly
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with other inter-governmental bodies including the United Nations and its
specialized agencies . As a specialized agency, WMO participates in the
meetings of the United Nations Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC),
where its voice is authoritative in matters meteorological. It is here, and in
ECOSOC-sponsored inter-agency meetings, that the expertise of WMO is
made freely available to those agencies requiring advice and assistance on
meteorological aspects of their programmes . Thus the Organization has been
active in fields calling for concerted action, such as water-resource development. During this initial period there was a fruitful and expanding collaboration with many specialized agencies: with ICAO (aeronautical meteorology),
with Unesco (various scientific activities), with FAQ (agrometeorology), with
WHO (atmospheric pollution), with ITU (meteorological telecommunications)
and with IMCO (maritime meteorology).
It is also noteworthy that, during this same period, the co-operation which
IMO had established with important non-governmental scientific bodies such
as the International Council of Scientific Unions (ICSU) and its constituent
organizations, IUGG and IAMAP, deepened. As we shall see in the next
chapter, this close and friendly co-operation - facilitated by the same scientists
often being active in both WMO and such bodies as ICSU - would prove of
maximum benefit in the new and exciting programmes which were launched
after the Fourth Congress.
The importance of the Organization being a specialized agency of the
United Nations, able to participate in its technical assistance programme for
developing countries (EPTA), cannot be overestimated . From its earliest days
WMO took vigorous action to discharge its obligation to assist less-developed
countries . Although itself in a formative stage and its Secretariat resources
quite small, less than one year after its representatives were entitled to sit on
the UN Technical Assistance Board, WMO orga nized its first technical assistance mission - in June 1952 - and the following year the first WMO fellow
commenced his programme of study abroad .
That WMO was filling a vital and urgent need is more than confirmed by
brief but impressive statistics. In 1952 the Organization provided four countries with technical assistance services costing US $23 OOO . At the opening of
the Second Congress in 1955 , 23 countries were being provided with 22 experts
and 36 fellowships costing approximately US $260 OOO. At the opening of the
Third Congress in 1959, 34 countries were receiving 36 experts and 22 fellowships valued at approximately US $430 OOO. At the opening of the Fourth
Congress in 1963, 81 countries were being provided with 57 experts and
55 fellowships at a cost of approximately US $890 OOO under the Technical
Assistance component of UNDP . During the latter part of this initial period
the Organization had also launched a large crash programme in the Democratic Republic of Congo (now Zaire), six large-scale Special Fund projects
in different countries, miscellaneous regional and inter-regional seminars, plus
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a small number of Operational and Executive Personnel (OPEX) experts.
Jn conformity with the WMO Convention, much of this activity was concerned
with education and training in meteorology ..
The first two Congresses virtually decided against instituting WMO's own
regular technical assistance programme, although the Second Congress voted
a sum of US $9 600 to establish an "Operational and Technical Development Fund", in a sense the concrete realization of Buys Ballot's 1870s dream
of an operational fund. However, as funds available under EPTA were clearly
insufficient to cover all known requirements for technical assistance, the Third
Congress increased the Operational and Technical Development Fund to
US $60 OOO for the third financial period. At the Fourth Congress such was
the concern at the inadequacy of available funds - mostly from UN sources being able to satisfy all needs of developing countries in the meteorological
field, it decided to authorize WMO funds amounting to US $1.5 million for
development purposes not provided from other sources for the fourth financial
period.
During this initial period WMO ventured successfully into a whole series
of new technical assistance activities . In February 1956 the Organization
launched its first regional project: "Caribbean hurricane project';. This took
the form of a seminar which was held in the Dominican Republic. At the end
of 1957 WMO organized its first regional expert mission when it provided a
hydrometeorologist for the ECLA Water Resources Survey Team.

In the following year - 1958 - the Organization mounted joint projects
with ICAO and provided experts in aeronautical meteorology to lecture at
Civil Aviation Training Schools in Tunis and in Casablanca. At the end of
1959 the first WMO/Special Fund projects were approved - for Chile,
Ecuador and Israel.
In May 1960, the first meteorological officers were appointed under the
United Nations programme for providing developing countries with operational and executive personnel (OPEX) . Responding to an urgent request from
the United Nations, the Organization sent seven meteorological experts to the
Congo to participate in the UN Civilian Operations in the Congo (ONUC).
In 1961 WMO organized three further joint seminars with ICAO . As already
mentioned, the Fourth Congress established the " New Development Fund"
(NDF) amounting to US $1.5 million for the fourth financial period. In that
same year the Organization undertook its first funds-in-trust projects, providing
technical assistance services to Kuwait and Libya which were financed by
those countries .
The benefits of technical assistance in meteorology went far beyond the
individual countries or groups of countries which were the recipients of that
assistance. While technical assistance missions often operated in a single
country for the purpose of establishing initially a national Meteorological
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Service, this assistance also benefited neighbouring countries in the region.
Similarly, help to the more advanced countries with an existing meteorological
service by providing them with more sophisticated equipment, instruments
and training also provided benefits extending far beyond the countries aided.
On the global plan, all of this assistance filled in more blank spots in that
reseau mond;af which has been the dream of all meteorologists since the time
of Buys Ballot and his colleagues .
It must be remembered tha t while all these activities were going on, a
great technological revolution was also under way. This revolution was about
to change the nature and scope of meteorology far beyond the wildest dreams
of Dove , Buys Ballot, Wild, Jelinek , Hann and the other great meteorological
thinkers of the nineteenth century. Writing of this technological revolution,
Professor Van Mieghem had this to say:
"The spectacular advances in three aids to meteorological exploration and
investigation (electronics, statistics, and numerical analysis), the possibility of
using high-speed electronic computers on a routine basis, the recent progress in
dynamic and physical meteorology, the introduction of space techniques into
meteorology, all enabled meteorologists today to build a global observation,
data exchange and processing system, the World Weather Watch (WWW), with
a view to attaining a global knowledge of the atmosphere."
As important as all of this was, it was not an end in itself. It took place
within the now well-established framework of the United Nations family of
agencies . The increasing realizatio n of these developments - particularly in
computers and satellites - and the increasing demands for meteorological
information for economic and social development made necessary a complete
re-appraisal of the world meteorology system . This was recognized by the
United Nations General Assembly in its Resolution l 721C (XVI) which led
to the concept of the World Weather Watch, endorsed by the Fourth Congress
in 1963 . This is one of the themes of our next chapter .
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VII

WMO AND THE ELECTRONIC REVOLUTION: 1963-1973
We have noted that in the late 1950s, the forces capable of unleashing a
technological and scientific revolution in meteorology were already discernible.
They came into such prominence in the early sixties that the Fourth Meteorological Congress, held in Geneva in April 1963, gave international meteorology
a new look. In opening that Fourth Congress, the Presid.e nt of the Organization, Andre Viaut, made this development the keynote of his speech:
"Another feature of the period which has just elapsed has been the lightning
developments in science and technology, which have enabled, or soon will
enable, meteorology to take immense strides forward. The comparatively recent
advent of artificial satellites has provided meteorologists in particular with an
additional instrument of investigation, of inestimable value, the implications of
which are probably still not fully realized.
Endless possibilities are now emerging for the use of meteorological data of all
kinds, both for practical purposes and in research, as a result of the steady
development of electronic computers in recent years . The prospects for meteorologists are, therefore, increasingly bright, as the role of meteorology in most
human activities is becoming more and more generally recognized . The UN
Economic and Social Development Decade will , I hope, help those governmental authorities which may still have some doubts on this matter to acknowledge the truth I have just mentioned .
Against this background it is becoming more and more essential that the WMO,
which is steadily expanding, should fulfil the tasks envisaged under its Convention, including the promotion of world co-operation among meteorological
services, the encouragement of meteorology applied to many different human
activities .and the promotion of meteorological research and instruction."
The fulfilling of these tasks constituted a major part of the work of the
Fourth, Fifth and Sixth Congresses of the World Meteorological Organization, more than a dozen meetings of its Executive Committee, meetings of its
Technical Commissions and its Regional Associations and the work of the
Secretariat. The Organization continued its well-established activities concerning the international standardization of meteorological practices and in
assisting the developing countries to build up and improve their Meteorological
Services. Indeed, how the Organization coped with the major problems posed
by WMO's President in April 1963 constitutes the essentials of its history
during the ten years which followed.
·
In this chapter we will outline the Organization's regular activities during
the past ten years. We will then show how after the Organization in 1969
undertook a drastic regrouping of WMO's wide-ranging activities into four
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major programmes , these regular activities have launched the Organization
into the World Weather Watch and the closely related Global Atmospheric
Research Programme, into vital activities concerning problems of the environment, into an expanding role in hydrology and oceanography, and into fundamentally important work on tropical cyclones.
During this exciting last decade of the Organization's work the membership continued to grow . There was a large increase in membership between
the Third and Fourth Congresses , due largely to many African countries
becoming independent. The membership of 126 at the time of the Fourth
Congress - already mentioned - increased to 130 (including 12 Territories)
shortly after the Fifth Congress a nd to 135 (including 13 Territories) shortly
after the Sixth Congress . At the beginning of the Centenary Year the membership was 136 and the Organization was close to its founders' intention of
universal membership. On 25 February 1972, following a vote by correspondence between Ministers of Foreign Affairs of WMO Member States ,
WMO recognized the representatives of the People's Republic of China as the
only legitimate representatives of China.
The growth in membership prompted the Fourth Congress to amend the
WMO Convention and increase the number of elected members of the Executive Committee from nine to twelve. The Fifth Congress increased the
number of the Organization's Vice-Presidents from two to three , and the
elected members of the Executive Committee from twelve to fifteen.
The Sixth Congress gave careful thought to the structure and functions of
the Organization and how it could meet the rapidly changing conditions with
which meteorology was faced . It laid down the general principles which should
govern the evolution of the structure .
It decided to group the scientific and technical activities of the Organization into the following four categories: basic operations and facilities; research
in atmospheric science; education and training; and applications of meteorology to various economic and social activities. The organizational changes
related mainly to the system of Technical Commissions and their terms of
reference . It decided that there should be three basic Commissions: Commission for Basic Systems (CBS), Commission for Instruments and Methods of
Observation (CIMO) and Commission for Atmospheric Sciences (CAS). It
also decided that there should be five applications Commissions: Commission
for Aeronautical Meteorology (CAeM), Commission for Agricultural Meteorology (CAgM), Commission for Marine Meteorology (CMM), Commission for
Special Applications of Meteorology and Climatology (CoSAMC), and Commission for Hydrology (CHy) . The Congress stressed the importance of
working groups in the management of scientific and technical activities.

During this period, as part of its regular activities, the Organization kept
under constant study its Technical Regulations . The Sixth Congress amended
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many of them to reflect the needs of the World Weather Watch and also
adopted a new set of regulations for activities in the field of operational hydrology . Moreover, all these regulations were rearranged according to the relevant
major WMO programmes .
The various Congresses continued to recognize that one of the Organization 's most important activities was its publications programme . The guides
and manuals produced by the Organization - some of them new , some of them
enlargements and revisions of existing publications such as the Guide to meteorological instrument and obser ving practices - were an important mea ns of
encouraging international standardization of method s and procedures . Of
great importance was the almost continuous review which the Orga ni zation
carried out on one of its most valuable publications: Publication No . 9. TP. 4,
Weather reporting, many of the changes being covered by monthly or bimonthly
supplements, the work, as indicated earlier, being done mainly by computer.
Equally important was the 1971 revision of Publication No. 217. TP. 113,
Basic sy noptic networks of observing stations. The Orga ni zation continued to
produce a flow of Technical Notes , two recent ones which received wide praise
being No. 106 - Meteorological aspects of air pollution , and No . 118 - Protection of plants against adverse weather . The Fifth Congress considered that
the WMO Bulletin which appears quarterly should henceforth appear in all
four of the Organization's official languages: English , French , Russian and
Spanish . It believed that it would thereby achieve better its purposes of
serving as an information medium on the activities of WMO and on other
significant developments in meteorology in general .
The growing intensity of the Organization 's activities in the last ten years
was accompanied by a widening and deepening of its relations with other international organizations, both governmental and non-governmental. As will be
shown later this developed noticeably in connexion with basic WMO activities
such as the World Weather Watch, GARP , and the Programme on the Interaction of Man and his Environment.
As a specialized agency of the United Nations, WMO played an increasingly significant role in the United Nations Development Decades. Wellestablished collaboration continued with other members of the UN family, in
particular FAO, IMCO, IAEA, !CAO , ITU, Unesco , and WHO . Much of
this collaboration was in fields of common scientific a nd technical interest.
But it also concerned questions relating increasingly to the objectives of the
United Nations Development Decades, the Organization providing the essential
input of meteorological information for the attaining of these objectives, e .g.
to increase world food production , to improve shipping and marine safety , to
benefit aviation and increase air safety, to improve telecommunication networks for the dissemination of meteorological information, to further knowledge concerning hydrology and oceanography and the meteorological aspects
of the pollution of the human environment.
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The Organization also collaborated closely and positively with UN
Regional Economic Commissions and their secretariats on water-resource
development and management, the application of meteorology to economic
development, and joint efforts to ensure timely warnings of natural disasters
such as tropical cyclones and the provision of measures to mitigate their
consequences.
In the increasingly important area of technical co-operation the last
decade of the Organization's history saw a vast expansion of this vital activity .
During the period 1963- 1967, participation in UNDP activities increased,
and projects in meteorology costing more than US $8 million were carried out.
Nearly 100 countries benefited from this assistance. In the following period 1967-1971 - the Sixth Congress noted that more than 100 countries had
benefited from the Organization's technical co-operation activities whose
value now amounted to about US $25 million. Both Congresses noted the
aptness of the phrase "technical co-operation" , a significant number of meteorological experts now being recruited from developing countries.
The Fifth Congress recognized that UNDP would continue to provide
the financial means for much of the Organization's technical co-operation
activities . However, certain of these activities, particularly in the field of
training, fell outside the scope of the UNDP and required financin g from the
New Development Fund . It had already been found that many countries
could not benefit from training possibilities financed from UNDP sources as
their candidates lacked the essential basic education . To remedy this situation
the Fourth Congress had provided for a system of long-term fellowships . A
number of such fellowships were financed from the New Development Fund.
The Fifth Congress was convinced of the value of these fellowships and made
available an amount of US $500 OOO in the regular budget of the Organization
for the awa rd of such fellowships during the fifth financial period . In turn the
Sixth Congress was impressed by the success of this endeavour and the continuing need for such fellowships. It included an amount of US $400 OOO in
the regular budget for this purpose .
To cope with the many activities which could not be financed from UNDP
funds for the World Weather Watch, the Fifth Congress established a Voluntary Assistance Programme . This will be described later.
The Sixth Congress noted the fundamental changes and procedures which
UNDP was to introduce in 1972 in the development of country programmes .
It emphasized the importance of UNDP Resident Representatives being fully
aware of the role of meteorological and hydrological activities in the economic
development of the countries in which they served , particularly when helping
the authorities of these countries formulate their programmes of assistance
from UNDP.
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In addition to the continuation of the various types of technical co-operation activity already mentioned in the last chapter, there were other important
developments in this area of the Organization's activities. The Sixth Congress
supported the use in WMO technical co-operation activities of associate
experts - young experts provided by a donor country, at its cost, to work
under the guidance of senior experts. That Congress also re-emphasized the
importance of the systematic evaluation of technical co-operation which the
Organization was carrying out as well as the follow-up of technical co-operation projects after their completion.
Durin g the last years of the decade the first projects under VAP were
implemented, including equipment projects. To assist the authorities, particularly in newly independent countries, concerning technical assistance facilities , the Organization published WMO helps the developing countries. In 1972,
WMO technical co-operation activities reached the level of more than
US $10 million (about two-fifths of this from WMO sources, mainly YAP,
and three-fifths from external sources, mainly UNDP). To summarize the
tota l effort of the Organi zation since it commenced to provide technical
assistance services to developin g countries, by the end of 1972 WMO had
launched nearly 700 expert missions, had awarded more than 1 500 fellowships (including some 130 under YAP), had organized some dozens of seminars
and training courses, and provided equipment, the whole amounting to
approximately US $55 million in value.
It has been stated that the Fifth Congress marked a turning point in world
meteorology. It approved the first World Weather Watch plan. It also decided
to proceed with a Global Atmospheric Research Programme on a joint basis
with the International Council of Scientific Unions (ICSU). Its approval of
the Voluntary Assistance Programme provided a means of helping countries
implement the WWW plan . Awareness of the economic and social benefits to
be derived from the application of meteorological knowledge led to an extension of interest in such fields as agriculture, aviation, hydrology, oceanography, and atmospheric pollution.

As mentioned earlier, the Sixth Congress rationalized the Organization's
activities by clearly defining the four fields which had been delineated by the
Executive Committee at its twenty-first session in Geneva, 1969:
World Weather Watch Programme;
Programme for Research, Education and Training;
Programme on the Interaction of Man and his Environment;
Technical Co-operation Programme

A brief account of the first three of these programmes follows. (Mention
has already been made of the Technical Co-operation Programme.) These
four programmes now constitute the bulk of the Organization's activities and
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will continue to do so not only at the time it will celebrate its centenary, but
also, foreseeably, through the remaining years of the seventies.
The two facts which could be said to have acted as a catalyser for a complete reappraisal of the role of meteorology in the world were the development
of the artificial satellite and the high-speed computer. These revolutionary
tools had a direct bearing on the passage by the United Nations General
Assembly on 20 December 1961 of Resolution 1721 C (XVI): International
co-operation in the peaceful uses of outer space. This resolution singled out
the World Meteorological Organization and requested it to study, in the light
of development_s in outer space, measures:
(a) To advance the state of atmospheric science and technology so as to provide

greater knowledge of basic physical forces affecting climate and the possibility of large-scale weather modification;
(b) To develop existing weather-forecasting capabilities and to help Member
States make effective use of such capabilities through regional meteorological centres.
The Organization took prompt action. The Secretary-General requested
the assistance of the two satellite-launching countries, the U.S.S.R. and the
U .S.A. These countries sent Academician V. A . Bugaev and Dr. Harry
Wexler to work for an extended period in the WMO headquarters. With the
assistance of Dr. M. A . Alaka of the U .S.A . and members of the WMO
Secretariat, they produced a first report which contained a proposal to establish
a World Weather Watch . The World Weather Watch concept, after consideration by various technical experts and bodies, was eventually adopted by
the Fourth Congress . Further studies were undertaken by the various bodies
of the Organization, the Secretariat, and consultants, and a complete international programme for improving the world-wide weather system was
approved by the Fifth Congress .
What then is this World Weather Watch which, as Academician Bugaev
stated in a lecture during the twenty-fourth session of the Executive Committee in May 1972, had "become a dominant feature of present-day meteorology" ? WWW - to use the initials by which it is almost universally known is an unprecedented world weather system based on revolutionary techniques
and procedures, particularly the use of artificial satellite data, their processing
by high-speed electronic computers, and the use of mathematical techniques
in theoretical meteorology.
The plan adopted by the Fifth Congress states very simply its humane
and peaceful purposes . It is to ensure that all Members obtai n the meteorological information they require, both for practical purposes a nd for research.
It was foreseen that the improved meteorological services which result from
the WWW would have a profound impact on the agriculture, commerce and
industry of all nations and permit more accurate and timely warnings of
U Than/, Secretary-General of the United Natio ns ,,.,
addressing the Sixth Congress of WMO (April, 1971 )
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severe storms and other weather hazards for the protection of life and property . They would further the safety and efficiency of international air and
sea transportation, and provide essential support to nations in the management of water resources and food production.
The research stimulated by WWW would help to improve the accuracy
and extend the useful range of weather forecasts and make possible the assessment of weather and climate modification. The plan also foresaw that its
objectives could be attained only by considerable activity in education and
training to make up for the shortage of skilled meteorologists of all classes in
many countries. The information required by Members included both meteorological observations and processed data. For practical uses the information
must be received in a timely and co-ordinated way, while for research purposes
the information must be readily accessible in convenient forms.
The attainment of these objectives calls for:
A Global Observing System consisting of observational networks and other
observational facilities;
A Global Data-processing System consisting of meteorological centres and the
arrangements for the processing of the observation data and for the storage and
retrieval of data;
A Global Telecommunication System consisting of telecommunication facilities
and arrangements for the rapid exchange of observations and processed data;
A research programme; and
A programme in education and training.
The carrying out of the World Weather Watch demands an immense
voluntary effort on the part of Members . The response to date has been
impressive . In the Global Observing Sy stem there has been, and there will be,
a vast extension of both conventional networks and satellite observing tools to
ensure a more homogeneous distribution of meteorological observations on a
global basis, particularly by coverage of ocean areas of the southern hemisphere,
the tropics and remote land areas . Although at the end of 1972 there were
about 8 500 surface stations, 5 500 merchant ships, plus ocean weather ships,
commercial aircraft and meteorological satellites all working in a fully coordinated global observing system, great efforts were being made to achieve
a complete global coverage by filling in some of the gaps, particularly by the
use of more refined ~atellite tools .
The task of prof essing the enormous quantities of data collected through
the Global Obsening System is handled by the Global Data-processing System
(GDPS) which works through World Meteorological Centres, Regional
Meteorological Centres, and National Meteorological Centres. The World
Meteorological Centres are established in Melbourne , Moscow , and Washington and provide analyses and prognoses on a global basi s to be distributed
both graphically and di gitally (by computer to computer) to other centres.
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The Regional Meteorological Centres - there were more than twenty at the
end of 1972 - prepare more detailed analyses and prognoses for their Regions
for appropriate distribution. In particular they give warnings of dangerous
weather conditions on a large scale (e .g. hurricanes, typhoons). · By the end of
1972 all of the WMCs and RMCs were in operation .
The role of the National Meteorological Centres varies greatly because of
their different levels of development and different needs. A basic task of the
WMO technical co-operation programme has been to use the resources
available through UNDP, its own resources - NDF and V AP - as well as
bilateral and other multilateral resources to assist National Meteorological
Centres to prepare themselves adequately (equipment, trained manpower, etc.)
to play their proper role in the WWW so that they too can use the information
obtained from the WWW to the profit of their countries .
The task of collecting and distributing the enormous quantities of raw
observational data to WMCs, RMCs and NMCs, and then distributing the
processed data to other WMCs, RMCs and NMCs is handled through a
Global Telecommunication Sy stem (GTS). This system is organized on three
levels; a main trunk circuit connecting the three WM Cs (interconnected through
telecommunication hubs with many RMCs and NMCs), regional telecommunication networks, and national telecommunication networks .
The purpose of the GTS is to ensure rapid and reliable exchange of data
required for analyses and prognoses . On the main trunk circuit, messages are
transmitted at about fifty times the speed of an ordinary teleprinter. Technological improvements within the near future will ensure even faster transmission. At the end of 1972 the GTS links between all the WMCs and regional
telecommunication hubs were in operation, and about sixty per cent of the
circuits for the regional telecommunication networks were working.
WMO support to GARP forms the major portion of the Organization's
research activities . The operational programmes of the WWW provide GARP
with observational data for the testing of physico-mathematical models of the
atmosphere. The flow back to WWW of the results of such computations can
guide the further development and the most economic design of the WWW 's
operational systems.
It is obvious that this gigantic technological and scientific enterprise undertaken by the WWW calls for ever-increasing numbers of highly trained staff at
all levels in the national Meteorological Services . To date this has probably
been the main obstacle to a more rapid development of the WWW, particularly because of the time factor involved . With the full and generous support
of its Members , the Organization has made a valiant effort to fill the lacunae
by exploiting to the full all possibilities open to it, be they UNDP, NDF
(until it ended in 1971), YAP , bilateral or multilateral. It could be said that
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such were the Organization's efforts, that, at the end of 1972, no person requiring training, and qualified for such, to equip himself to play his part in the
WWW, would have to forego it through lack of the means or faci lities .
We have already mentioned that WMO's chief research activity is the
Global Atmospheric Research Programme (GARP). In particular, GARP is
the research phase of the WWW and conversely WWW provides the necessary
facilities without which a research programme of the magnitude of GARP
would be impossible. GARP then is a programme for studying those physical
processes of the atmosphere that are essential for an understanding of:
(a)

(b)

The transient behaviour of the atmosphere as manifested in the large-scale
fluctuations which control changes of the weather; this would lead to increasing accuracy of forecasting over periods from one day to several weeks;
The factors that determine the statistical properties of the general circulation
of the atmosphere, which would lead to better understanding of the physical
basis of climate.

Like the WWW, GARP had its origins in United Nations General Assembly Resolution 1721 C (XVI). In a further resolution on international co-operation in the peaceful uses of outer space - 1802 (XVII) of 14 December 1962 the UN General Assembly invited:
"the International Council of Scientific Unions through its member unions and
national academies to develop an expanded programme of atmospheric science
research which will complement the programmes fostered by the World Meteorological Organization" .
Responding to this invitation , ICSU co-sponsored with WMO a conference near Stockholm in the summer of 1967 where some fifty scientists from
thirteen countries formulated an international programme in some detail.
Later in the year an agreement was signed between WMO and ICSU to develop
jointly a Global Atmospheric Research Programme (for which the abbreviation GARP was adopted). A joint organizing committee of twelve well-known
scientists under the chairmanship of the distinguished Swedish scientist
Professor B. Bolin was created to undertake the work required. The Fifth
Congress of WMO had already earlier in the year endorsed the concept of a
GARP as a framework within which all research activities related to the WWW
should be planned and implemented in collaboration with ICSU.
There are two unprecedented aspects of GARP . In addition to being one
of the largest and most complex international scientific research projects ever
launched, it is a joint venture between an inter-governmental organization
(WMO) and a non-governmental organization (ICSU). The successful collaboration revealed by the project bears witness to the adaptability and flexibility
of the WMO system which - it has been pointed out - enables a gigantic and
impressive scientific venture to have the best of both worlds; the government
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support on the one hand, and the interest and support and essential intellectual
input of the scientists in the universities, academies and similar learned bodies
on the other.
GARP foresees in the 1970s two major undertakings , and by the end of
1972 both were well under way. The first, the GARP Atlantic Tropical
Experiment (GA TE), will explore the primary energy source for the atmospheric circulations round the globe and should provide valuable new information on problems of tropical meteorology . The experiment will take place
in 1974. It will cover an area in the eastern tropical Atlantic of 500 OOO square
kilometres over which observations will be made by a dozen or more specially
equipped aircraft, 25 scientific research ships and satellites including a stationary one observing the area 24 hours a day . The second experiment is far more
ambitious. Known as the FGGE, or First GARP Global Experiment, it will
attempt to define the circulation of the whole atmosphere up to a height of
30 km and to develop more realistic mathematical models for extended-range
forecasting and climate . It is scheduled provisionally for 1977 .
One salutary effect of the Sixth Congress decision to group the many
WMO activities relating to the environment under a single programme, i.e.
Programme on the Interaction of Man and his Enl'ironment, was to remind those
outside the world of meteorology of the Organization's basic responsibility in
that broad field . The subject of the pollution of the natural environment has
greatly preoccupied world opinion in recent years . This was highlighted by
the recent UN Conference in Stockholm on the Human Environment in
which as we will see later the Organization played a significant part. But this is
but one, if perhaps at present the most dramatic, of the problems arising out
of the use and abuse of the atmosphere. The Organization's concern is much
broader. It aims at applying knowledge of the atmospheric processes for a
wide range of useful practical purposes .
Without fanfare WMO has long been doing useful work in its traditional
environmental areas of responsibility. The Commission for Agricultural
Meteorology and the Commission for Aeronautical Meteorology and their
predecessors have a history of solid accomplishment going back more than
half a century. The important policy decisions of the Sixth Congress on the
interaction of man and his environment came at a propitious moment, for the
attitude of governments, reflecting a strongly aroused public opinion, appeared
to be changing in the early 1970s towards positive and. more vigorous action.
In addition to the activities just mentioned in agriculture and aeronautics,
WMO also became more active in operational hydrology, the meteorological
aspects of ocean affairs , tropical cyclones, and environmental pollution. All
of this involved WMO in increasingly close and profitable collaboration not
only with most of the members of the UN system of organizations, but also
with many scientific non-governmental organizations .
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The following summarizes WMO efforts in the various fields just mentioned. In the sixties and seventies much of the Organization's work concerning
the meteorological aspects _of agriculture was directly or indirectly related to
the problem of world food production. The concern of the Fifth Congress with
this problem is shown by its resolution on "Agrometeorological services in
support of the world campaign against hunger". Late in 1971 the Commission
for Agricultural Meteorology held perhaps its most important session and
gave special attention to that problem, deciding to revise its Guide to agricultural meteorological practices. It also noted the need for a substantial increase
in the training of agricultural meteorologists at all levels, particularly in
developing countries. This is a matter to which the Secretariat has been
applying itself energetically, both directly and through its participation in joint
groups with FAO, UNDP and Unesco and in the UN Inter-agency Group.
The concern of organized international meteorology with aeronautical
problems goes back more than half a century when the ancestor of the
Commission for Aeronautical Meteorology was created in 1919. More
recently, and in an approaching age of supersonic flight, in friendly co-operation with ICAO, it has continued its traditional but largely unheralded work
on meteorological applications, increasing the safety and efficiency of civil
aviation. The interdependence of virtually every activity of WMO is well
illustrated by the benefits which aeronautical meteorology has derived from
such tools of the World Weather Watch as Automatic Picture Transmission
(APT). This tool consists of relatively simple ground equipment which presents information transmitted from a satellite in a pictorial form for immediate
use. Further studies of applications of other sophisticated tools are now
under way.
The Sixth Congress gave special attention to hyd.rology and water resources
development. While noting the many contributions the Organization had
made in hydrometeorology, not least in its participation in the International
Hydrological Decade and in its co-operation . with many inter-governmental
and non-governmental bodies, the Congress defined the Organization's special
interests and responsibilities in operational hydrology. At the end of 1972 the
Organization was developing a more effective programme for the collection of
basic hydrological ·data from meteorological and hydrological networks; the
day-to-day operation of such networks; the design and improvement of these
networks, including selection, installation and standardization of instruments
and methods of observation; together with the day-to-day operation of systems
for transmission and processing of the above data and the supply of the data
to other users. In the light of this new emphasis, the name of the Commission
for Hydrometeorology was changed to Commission for Hydrology. Once
more, the contribution of the World Weather Watch in this field will be
inestimable, and the benefits, particularly to developing countries, will be
considerable.
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In recent years the Organization's involvement in the meteorological
aspects of ocean affairs has markedly increased. This traditional field of the
Organization's activity has a long history , the Commission for Marine Meteorology dating back to 1907. Indeed, it will be recalled that one of the first international meetings of scientists ever held, the Brussels Conference (1853), dealt
with maritime meteorology . WMO 's interest has broadened to take in a wide
range of related matters . The Organization's important role was recognized
by the UN General Assembly, which requested it to co-operate with the Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission (IOC) in the planning and implementation of the Long-term and Expanded Programme of Ocean Research.
Following the strong support which the Fifth and Sixth Congresses gave to
these subjects, WMO is playing an even more active role in collaboration with
roe and its subsidiary bodies, and other governmental and non-governmental
organizations. The applications of meteorology in ocean affairs continue to
grow and meteorologists are providing important services in support of such
activities as shipping, cargo protection, fisheries, off-shore drilling operations,
harbour development, beach erosion studies, the abatement of pollution by
oil, etc.

Closely related to the meteorological aspects of ocean matters is the
intensification of WMO activities towards mitigating the disastrous effects of
tropical cyclones, also known as hurricanes and typhoons, and the associated
storm surges. The series of tropical cyclone disasters which struck Asian
countries in late 1970 prompted the UN General Assembly to request in
Resolution 2733 (XXV) the aid of WMO. The plan of action drafted in
response to that request was adopted by the Sixth Congress in Resolution 18
(Cg-VI). This resolution created the WMO Tropical Cyclone Project and
further involved the Organization - in collaboration with ECAFE for the
typhoon area - in efforts to save human lives and reduce the ravages caused
by tropical cyclones in different parts of the world. In an important decision
on natural di~asters, the Stockholm Conference on the Human Environment
gave strong support to the Organization's work - particularly its Tropical
Cyclone Project - in mitigating their disastrous effects.
Perhaps the most topical of the Organization's activities in the general
area of the interaction of man and his environment was concerned with action
to mitigate the dangers for mankind created by the increasing contamination
of air, land, sea and inland waters . Air being possibly the primary element in
the human environment, coping with the causes and effects of its abuse inevitably involved the Organization . Long before the UN Conference in Stockholm on the Human Environment focused world attention on these matters,
WMO had been active in preparing studies on various pollution problems. In
this last activity it had worked closely with WHO, IAEA and other organizations sharing a common interest in the problem .
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But WMO had also moved into the operational field to cope with the
problems. At the Stockholm Conference, in which the Organization played an
important role, producing some of its basic papers, the Secretary-General
reported that the fully operational atmospheric monitoring system which had
evolved through WMO in the World Weather Watch had already been extended
to include the monitoring of atmospheric pollution. Seventy-four stations in
33 countries were in operation or being planned. The Stockholm Conference
had special significance, for it succeeded in having a number of important
decisions adopted at the inter-governmental level. Many of the 109 recommendations approved by the Conference touched on matters of concern to WMO
and its activities. As one of the observers at the Conference pointed out, its
ultimate success will be judged not by the recommendations it adopted but by
the resulting action taken by governments and international organizations.
In that action meteorologists and the WMO have an important role to play.
In the century which has elapsed since the Vienna Congress concerned
itself with such technical problems as the "best construction of maximum and
minimum thermometers", meteorology has taken giant strides. It has now
entered an electronic age in which the meteorologists' regular tools are artificial
satellites circling the globe in outer space, routinely providing four-dimensional
information. Impressive as all of this is, it must never be forgotten that it
has all been made possible through the close and friendly co-operation between
scientists of all nations.

~
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VIII
THE FUTURE
In concluding this review of the. achievements of one hundred years of
international co-operation in meteorology , it seems appropriate to take a
brief look at what the future may hold, if only to show that what has gone
before is indeed only the beginning and that international co-operation in
meteorology is not something which began in 1873 and ended in 1973. Certain
things can be foreseen with some confidence; others can only be guessed at;
while the future as it unrolls will doubtless reveal many developments which
today are still unforeseen and perhaps unforeseeable.

It may, for example, be foreseen with some confidence that the basic
international character of weather will always make it necessary for the nations
of the world to maintain some form of international organization in this field
and that there will therefore always be a need for some such body as WMO.
It seems no less certain that the practical importance of meteorology in human
affairs will increase and probably in an accelerated fashion. Economic developments of all kinds and the optimum use of natural resources all tend to depend
to a greater or less extent on atmospheric processes and phenomena associated
with them. In addition, the dangers to the human environment which arise
from the misuse of natural resources and interference with natural processes
are now well realized and the recent awakening of the conscience of the human
race to these dangers will inter alia result in the need for greater efforts in the
field of international meteorology. Thus it seems safe to predict that greater
importance will be attached to this form of international activity than in the
past.
To meet the increasing world demand for meteorological services, the
basic global meteorological operational system - World Weather Watch will clearly still be needed and will be developed still further to reach an increasingly high state of efficiency. In addition, major progress in man's understanding of the atmospheric processes will be necessary and the stress given in
recent years to atmospheric research on a global scale will doubtless be maintained. Here again the machinery of international co-operation is likely to be
even more essential to success than it is at present.
As a corollary to the foregoing remarks, it may be stated that the continued need for technical assistance to the developing countries may also
safely be predicted , at least for many years to come, in order to ensure that
these countries too gain the benefits of modern meteorological methods and
technology and that they play their full role in the international programmes
which make these benefits possible.
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What then are the less predictable developments? These may perhaps be
mainly in the nature of the international machinery required to ensure that the
various types of international co-operation in meteorology \·~hic h will be
needed can in fact be provided .
To take one example , it may be asked whether, with the acceptance of the
satellite as a routine source of meteorological data upon which all countries of
the world are becoming increasingly dependent, WMO will need to become
involved in a more direct fashion in the global meteorological satellite system
than at present. Similarly it is not difficult to envisage developments in the
global data-processing and telecommunication requirements which might
require the establishment and operation of international centres, with a new
WMO role .
To speculate on such devel o pments in the present context would of course
serve no useful purpose; while unforeseen and unforeseeable developments are
by definition subjects on which little can be said. Indeed , perhaps the only
comment that can usefully be made in this respect is that a flexible approach
will clearly need to be maintained in planning future activities.
In any case, it may safely be said that international co-operation in
meteorology will in the future be even more essential than it has been in the
past and may well need to be wider in nature and scope.
In closing, we may well repeat not only the Secretary-General's observation to the United Natio ns Conference on the Human Environment in Stockholm on 5 June 1972 that indeed "we have only one Earth", but John Strachey's
statement to the IMO Conference of Directors in London on 25 February 1946:

" ... meteorology will ... become one of the key sciences of the world, and
you, who are .all meteorologists, will be called upon to play a far more important
role than you have ever played before in human affairs."
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